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SPORTS
Basketball team scores 139
points in exhibition game
victory

CAMPUS
Edward Lamb Peace lecture
features environmental
expert
Friday
Vol.73 Issue 43
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Bowling Green, Ohio

THE INSIDER
Modern day hobo takes hike
across the United States

The BG News
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BRIEFLY
Campus
Application needed for
CIOM:

Students interested in the
"Global Warming: Call for
International Cooperation"
class need to fill out a short
application by Friday, Nov.
9. Applications are available in 231 Administration
Building. Students need not
be in the honors program to
apply.

Mora Marines called:

The Marine Corps said
Thursday it ordered another
90 combat reservists to active duty for deployment in
Operation Desert Shield.
That brought to 723 the
number of Marine combat
reserves put on active duty
this week.
The Marines are the first
service to activate combat
reserves for the Persian
Gulf crisis.
Also Thursday the Air
Force said it planned to order to active duty 265 doctors, dentists and other
medical specialists who are
members of the Air Force
Reserve.
The Army also was expected to announce new
call-ups of support forces
from reserve units.
Bennett resigns:

President Bush Thursday
accepted the resignation of
William Bennett as director
of the Office of National
Drug Control Strategy, saying he had done a "superb
job for this country" in
lighting the war against
drugs.
Asked if he had anyone in
mind to replace Bennett or
Labor Secretary Elizabeth
Dole, who resigned two
weeks ago, Bush said, "Not
yet. I haven't even begun to
sit down seriously with
lists."
Bush lauded Bennett's
work as he also claimed
"we're on the road to victory" in the battle to stem the
trade and use of illegal
drugs.

Cosby senses media
vendetta:

Comedian Bill Cosby isn't
laughing about what he perceives as a media vendetta
against him.
"I don't understand why
people are picking on me,
and that's essentially what
this stuff is," the entertainer said.
He said he's been a target
since "The Cosby Show"
dropped a mural from its
opening credits.
A Harlem teacher had
protested the television
show's use of her students'
artwork without giving the
students credit. Cosby
claims the dispute was slanted in media reports.

other
Occasional rain:

Today, occasional rain
with a high 40 to 45. South
winds 10
to 15 mph.
Chance of
rain is 90
percent.
Tonight, a
chance of
rain early
then becoming
partly
cloudy.
Low in the lower 30s.
Chance of rain is 50 percent.
Saturday, variable cloudiness with a chance or rain
or snow showers. High
around 40. Chance of precipitation is 40 percent.
compiled from local and
wire reports

Fisher * fishing'
for a victory as
attorney general
by John Chalfant
Associated Press Writer

COLUMBUS
(AP) — Previously uncounted votes from a precinct in Monroe County produced a 13-vote change in the cliffhanger
election for attorney general Thursday, but no major revisions are
expected until after Nov. 17.
Democrat Lee Fisher's unofficial lead over Republican Paul Pfeifer
grew from 874 votes to 887 out of 3.3 million cast as a result of an updated report received at the secretary of state's office.
Dwayne Pielech, spokesman for Secretary of State Sherrod Brown,
said an estimated 20,000 ballots remain to be counted statewide. The
total includes 15,000 cast by people who changed residences and were
allowed to vote at election boards, and about 5,000 from military and
civilian voters overseas.
Franklin County had 2,126 uncounted ballots, Summit County 1,120
and Cuyahoga at least 989. An estimated 1,400 people voted under the
residence change law in Hamilton County. Totals could change as
overseas ballots, which must have been postmarked Nov. 6 or earlier,
are delivered.
Donald McTigue, chief elections counsel, said local boards cannot
begin to tally those ballots until at least Nov. 17, the earliest date
under law on which the official vote count may start. Overseas ballots
must arrive by Nov. 16 to be counted.
"The official count has to start between Nov. 17 and Nov. 21... not
everybody's doing it the same day," McTigue said in an interview. "It
shouldn't take more than a day to run the ballots."
McTigue said boards would count overseas ballots and those cast
under the residence change law when they begin the official tabulation. He hoped for statewide official results to be available by the day
before Thanksgiving.
"Once you begin, you're official; you're not allowed to stop. You
don't say, 'That s enough for today, let's pick it up tomorrow.' You
stay there until it's done, around the clock," he said.
A recount would be mandatory under state law if the vote total difference between the attorney general candidates was one-fourth of a
percentage point or less.
Pielech said Fisher and Pfeifer had been briefed about the process.
"We promised them that all the ballots had been impounded and are
under lock and key with supervision from the local county sheriffs
across the state," Pielech said.

Olscamp orders
freeze on hiring
staff and faculty
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer
Most faculty and staff positions
vacated during 1990-91 will not be
filled due to a recent University
hiring freeze.
University President Paul Olscamp ordered the hiring freeze
for all non-faculty positions in
early October as a result of
lower-than-expected Ohio income
tax revenues.
In a prepared statement at
Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting, he expanded the freeze to
"all faculty positions except
those deemed essential." He also
extended the non-faculty freeze
indefinitely.
"...It seems prudent to assume
that the lower revenues over the
first four months of the fiscal
year represent the beginning of a
real trend and not simply a statistical fluctuation," the statement
read.
The freeze does allow for some
essential positions to be filled.
Eloise Clark, vice president for
academic affairs, will make decisions on the importance of faculty positions and Olscamp will
decide which non-faculty positions are crucial.
The freeze does not include student workers.
Income tax revenues have been
lower than expected since August, said Christopher Dalton,
vice president of planning and
budgeting. September's revenue
fell $30 million short of projections because of a drop In consumer purchases.
A freeze is the correct response
to the state's economic condition,
he said.
"It's a prudent step to take
when the state clearly is experiencing a revenue problem and is
unclear what the magnitude of
the problem is," he said. "It's se-

rious, but not a crisis situation."
Faculty Senate Chairperson
Harold Lunde agreed with the
move, but said the freeze will
have some impact on some departments with departing faculty
members.
"Where we have retirements or
people leaving, there could be
problems," he said. "It can bring
some hardships along these lines
where openings exist."
However, he said the freeze is
not an extremely serious problem.
"Any hiring freeze is serious,
but it's not the end of the world,"
he said. "We've had hiring
freezes before."
The University implemented
similar measures in 1981 and 1986
in response to uncertain revenue
projections, Dalton said.
Several Ohio colleges and universities, including the University of Toledo, have ordered hiring
freezes this year, he said.
The non-faculty hiring freeze
will be in effect indefinitely, but
the freeze on faculty positions is
expected to be lifted at the start
of the 1991-92 academic year, Dalton said.
"It's not a problem that's going
to disappear next week," he saia
"Once we know what the budget
situation for next year is, we can
go ahead and put together an improved budget."
Gov. Richard Celeste is expected to make a statement as early
as this week updating state revenues and may make a recommendation concerning expenditure reductions.
However, University officals
are unsure as to when specific details about possible revenue decreases will be available.
"We don't know what the state
is going to do," Dalton said.
Dalton said the drop in income
tax revenues is tied to the Aug. 2
invasion of Kuwait, which has
caused consumer spending to de-

■O News/John Grleshop

Abbey Road In BG?

Senior Kevin Turner, not Rlngo Starr, walks on the recently Installed pedestrian crosswalk on East
Merry Avenue In front ot the Psychology Building on his way to classes Thursday. Motorists are reminded they ore required to yield to pedestrians using the crosswalk.

Food Op taxed by freeze
by Jeremy S.Weber
staff writer

The University's hiring
freexe has already affected
Food Operations and is expected to create a strain on the
organization's services.
Food Operations Director
Jane Schimpf said the organization will be hurt by the
freeze more than other nonfaculty departments.
"When [some departments]
set into a situation like this,
they send letters after two or
three days instead of one —
crease.
"The national consumer market is falling," he said. "It's a
question of discretionary income
and people have reduced their
discretionary income. There's
been a drop in consumer confidence — we appear to be headed

that's not real critical," she
said. "Whether I have help or
not, people show up for breakfast, lunch and dinner."
Schimpf said Food Operations has several vacancies
which will not be filled due to
the freeze.
Food Operation will have to
depend more on student
workers to compensate for vacated staff members, she said.

Schimpf said she considers
the freeze a potential problem,
but said she expects the
workers to rise to the occasion.
Food Operations has gone
through hiring freezes before,

"As long as we can hire students to help, we'll get
through," she said.
Several staff members are
working at more than one din-

"The other employees are
great," she said. ''But if you
continue to do that to them for
months or years, they get very
tired."

to an economic slowdown."
The lack of consumer purchases translates into a lack of
income tax revenues, Dalton
said.
Olscamp said in the Faculty
Senate statement he is optimistic
about the University's chances to

overcome the state's economic
conditions.
"Although difficult times may
lie ahead, I am confident that
with all of us ... working together
to meet the challenges, Bowling
Green State University will come
through in good shape."

ing hall, she said.
Food Operations also may
rely on more convenience
items which require less preparation, she said.
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Editorial
SAT given a
failing grade
There are some things we all must do.
To further your education, you must take a
standardized entrance exam (either the SAT or ACT)
— however culturally biased some of the critics say
these college admittance tests may be.
We were naive in days of old — we took the SAT with
an assumption of its fairness and a desire to get into
college. Or, we had parents that urged us to better
ourselves because no one else would.
After you did get into a "good" college, you heard
the academia critics say how culturally biased the
SAT really was — and you questioned if you really did
as well as you thought.
In the past, critics have accused the test of being
culturally biased —especially against women and
minorities. Citing the ambiguous questions — all
searching for the white male interpretations as the

correct answers — you wonder if these injustices were
weighed in the college's decision to accept you? Did
the test take into account your degree of intelligence
or your knack for guessing what the test wanted to see
as an answer?
The real question: did the SAT really measure
whether you were prepared for college academics?
Before an answer could be formed, College Board
trustees have announced that a few changes are in order for the famous exam.
College Board President Donald Stewart announced
last week the new SAT, called SAT-I, will be introduced in the spring 1994 and will include less reliance
on multiple choice in the math section and more emphasis in the language section on reading comprehension.
This is fine, but wouldn't the better solution be to not
rely on this obviously flawed test on college admittance? A test of this caliber should be important;
however, intelligent students — students who have the
desire for a higher education — are liable to get test
anxiety or not be aware of middle class America's definition of the correct answer and ruin their chances for
a better future.
"The new SAT will combine the high, academically
demanding standards of the current tests with revisions that increase their educational relevance and
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quality for all college-bound students," Stewart said of
the new exam.
But, did it change the bias critics claim is visible on
the test?
The changes also include the introduction of SAT-II,
including a written essay section, language proficiency tests for native speakers of Japanese and
Chinese and proficiency tests for non-native English
speakers.
Although this added option is a good measure, the
test itself is not optional. Will college admittance be
relied upon whether you choose to take the option or
not?
Bob Schaeffer, public education director at
FairTest, a Cambridge, Mass.-based group critical of
the SAT said "the SAT should be optional and it should
be comprehensively overhauled to address its problems."
We agree with Schaeffer — nothing should stand in
the way of an enthusiastic student and his or her goal
In the states of New York and Kentucky, collegebound students take annual Regents Board exams —
intended to better prepare the student for a college
situation. These are optional, they are intended for
those willing to comply. The SAT does not offer a
choice. It should — by giving this choice, students
would be making their decision on their future.

Fluffy politics
the fault of TV
At the risk of offending that lost
generation of the 60's which is
adrift in political nostalgia. I'm
Elacing the blame for today's potical leadership squarely on the
shoulders of John Fitzgerald
Kennedy.
Mind you, it has nothing to do
with what he did in office. It has
to do with how he got into office.
Namely, he appeared on television.
The 1960 debate between Kennedy and Richard Nixon, was the
first of its kind to be televised.
Nothing brilliant was said and
there was no heated rhetoric exhibited between either party.

uwraPFwruee am^wopM/n^o mmwam

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis

LETTERS
gan that it would take a couple of years before it became institutionalized, and we look forward to your evaluations in our next book.
We welcome all suggestions on how to improve the book and ensure
Editor, The News,
its service to students for years to come. Thank you to the literally
I am writing in regard to the USG faculty and course evaluation hundreds of people who have shown me and the USG team such supbooklets. The ideal way to publish booklets like this would be to collect port.
the teacher evaluations from the individual departments. Statistics
Kevin Coughlin,
could then be compiled from all students in a class and all teachers
USG President,
could be included in the book. However, the departments at this university have refused USG access to these evaluations. Therefore, the
only choice USG has is to compile it's own statistics. Since last year
was the first time USG collected data on every teacher, it is understandable that the sample sizes were relatively small. As these bookEditor, The News;
lets continue every year, it is conceivable that student participation
In the lead story for the Nov. 2 edition of The BG News, I was charwill increase (thereby increasing sample size). Maybe someday University departments will provide USG with their evaluations. Until acterized as being angered by the faculty and course evaluation booklet
distributed by the Undergraduate Student Government last week.
then, the current booklets are better than nothing.
At no time in my brief telephone conversation with staff writer J.J.
Mike Sears,
Thompson did I express anger, nor did I disagree with the comments
sophomore psychology major,
section of the booklet — I am indeed picky about well-written business
documents.

USG booklets 'better than nothing'

columnist

vision. Not minding that the dinner table might be located on a
political scene reminiscent of the
Titanic before it struck a fateful
iceberg.
Ronald Reagan's sun-burned
face grinned like a benign clown
and was broadcast to a million
t.v. sets in a million households.
The Reagan revolution's footsoldiers were created by Sony, Zenith and Magnavox and enforced
a decade of "la-la" land that
started in Hollywood and ended in
Washington, D.C.
All starting with a political
landslide which had more to do
with the effects of Jack Kennedy's first television appearance
than with any politics of substance, honesty or integrity.
No wonder the halls of Congress have started to resemble a
-Lets Make A Deal Set." With all
the lobbyists and political action
committes running around waving dollars in the faces of our
congressmen, it is a suprise that
Bob Barker hasn't appeared on
C-Span, the cable channel that
broadcasts from our nation's
capital dome. The point is that
our political leadership is more
intent on communicating suave
good looks and pseudo-American
sparkle than meat and potato politics, which currently our nation
is starving for.
But like an anorexic, we do not
understand the severity of our
condition and we think that we
are full of substance and grace,
while we are indeed a breath
away from a catastrophic war in
the Middle East and an economic
disaster at home. This kind of
sentiment doesn't play well on the
tube, so you will not see it expressed there.
Pull the plug on your television
set. You might be suprised at
what you see. Owe* Travis Is a
columnist for The News. This
ends his week's tirade against the
broadcast media.

Rather, audiences were tittilated by Kennedy's bronze tan
and young good looks and turned
off by Nixon's gray pallor which
was the result of his refusing to
wear stage makeup.
Thus television Decame an integral part of politics-not for the
sake of communicating ideas- but
because a generation of voters
Srew up under the romantic inuence of the silver screen and
Kennedy looked the part of their
Hollywood dream. And television
today continues to perpetuate this
effect.
Television has turned the political processes over to the masses,
that crude beast of society, which
It is my understanding that there are colleges and universities must instantly gratify its appeEditor, The News;
the nation where faculty evaluation programs of this type are tites at a dinner table set by teleI would like to shed some light on the recent criticism of the Under- across
successfully in place. I would encourage USG to seek out those institugraduate Student Government faculty and course evaluation booklet. tions and determine from them what factors comprise an evaluation
Let me begin by saying that this book is the product of two and a half system respected by students, faculty and administrators.
years of careful planning. There is no question that students have a
Shirley Halloran,
right to see appraisals of faculty by other students; after all, we are
instructor.
Kying them. Because the faculty has refused to allow students to see
- An Independent Student Voice ! evaluations we fill out in class, we in USG took the initiative. We
sent all students evaluation forms last spring for the authoring of
Editorial Board
a guide for students, by students.
Please address all
The methods used to compile the book have been cost-efficient. We
Barbara A. Weadock
submissions to:
editor
could have had the same results at four times the cost. I for one am
James A. Tinker
Deborah Hippie
glad we can provide these booklets for free.
The BO News editorial
managing editor
assistant managing editor
Finally, there should be little concern for the sample sizes. Although
Kge is your campus forum,
Editorial Editor
John Kohlstrand
some faculty would like to claim the book is statistically invalid, comtters to the editor should
The BG News
city editor
pare it to the sample of zero we had last year. Further, I once again
be typewritten,
210 West Hall
Jill Novak
Christian Thompson
challenge the faculty to make departmental evaluations available to
double-spaced, and signed.
news editor
news editor
the student. If not, students will again publish a book.
Wynne Everett
Lynn M Gagel
We are pleased with the book and stand by it. We knew when we beeditorial editor
assistant editorial editor

Instructor 'picky', but not 'angry'

USG evaluation criticisms inaccurate

The BG News
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Sigma Chi benefit
to aid burn victims

Environment 'our final exam'
by Jeremy S. Weber

"We don't have to accept any of
these things as if they're
God-given or inevitable."

staff writer

Students may be primarily
concerned with midterms right
now, but one expert said the entire human race is facing "its
final exam."
Glenn Olds, a long-time consultant to United States presidents
about global economic survival,
told students and faculty Thursday night the world is facing its
most serious issue — the survival
of its environment.
"What makes this our final
exam is that this is the first time
a crisis has been truly global," he
said. "We are the first culture to
possess in our hands the capacity
for total annihilation."
Olds spoke to about 200 people

-Glen Olds, White House
Consultant
as part of the Edward Lamb
peace lecture series. The title of
His lecture was "Humanity's
Final Exam: Ecological and Political Challenges to a Threatned
Human Species, 1990-2010."
He told the crowd the world has
about ten years to prepare for its
"exam" and improve the environment.
"Nothing short of the human
race is now at stake," he said.
"We really are engaged in our

final exam — the question is how
we are doing."
Olds has chaired of the Consortium for International Energy
Research, directed the Better
World Society, served as president of five universities including
Kent State, and is a representative to the United Nations.
In addition, he has written five
books and more than 75 articles
on the scientific and political dimensions of the global environ-

mental crisis.
He is the sixth annual speaker
at the peace lecturer series, a
program which began at the University in 1984.
History professor Lawrence
Friedman said Olds was an excellent speaker for the University to
present.
"We're taking a new direction
in the peace lecturer this year,"
he saia. "The thinking after last
year's lecture was that the next
big challenge is the environment.
What a perfect speaker for the
topic.
"In Glenn Olds we have an old
hand in the kind of diplomacy
needed to take us through the
next 10 years environmentally."
While Olds focused on the chal□ See Old*, page 5.

by Heather Felty
staff writer

Students and local residents
have a chance to help burned victims while at the same time helping to improve the environment.
Sigma Chi fraternity is sponsoring the "Mountain of Support"
for Aluminum Cans for Burned
Children (ACBC), which will begin Sunday, Nov. 11, behind the
fire station from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The fraternity is sponsoring the
event to increase the awareness
of burned children and in turn,
help improve the environment by
recycling cans, said Mike Callow,
public relations chairperson for

the event.
Proceeds from the event will go
toward the burn unit at St. Vincent's Hospital in South Toledo.
The aluminum cans received
will be taken to the Jaycees Recycling Center, who will give a
check to ALCOA corportation,
who will in turn present the
money to the hospital s burn unit.
On Sunday, the fraternity will
build a mountain of cans from the
cans they receive — a takeoff on
the "Mountain of Support"
theme.
For the next several weeks, the
fraternity will go to apartment
complexes and fraternity and soSeeMn*m,page4.

IFC and Panhel prepare for elections
by Heather Felty
staff writer

ings.

There is one person running for the
position of Vice President for Internal
Affairs:
While the state elections are over, the
nBen Feinstein, Lambda Chi Alpha
Panhellenic Council and Interf raternity
■Vice President for Rush: He coordiCouncil elections are just beginning.
nates all rush programs. He must meet
On Monday, Nov. 12, the IFC will hold semesterly with the rush chairpersons
its election for new executive officers. for each fraternity.
There are seven positions to be filled.
There is one person running for this
Each position requires specific job position:
descriptions which the new executive
Darrin Broadway, Zeta Beta Tau
board will have to execute.
■Vice President of Membership De■ President: His job is to represent velopment: He is responsible for the
the IFC to Greek Life. Panhellenic Interfraternity Membership DevelopCouncil and the city. He also has overall ment Council.
responsibility for IFC.
There is nobody officially running for
There are three men running for the this position. However, anyone can run
position of president:
off the floor on election night.
D Jeff Merhige, Zeta Beta Tau
■Secretary: He is responsible for the
UScott Plickert, Alpha Sigma Phi
minutes and for setting up the agenda
DVic Pascucci, Sigma Chi
for the meetings.
■Vice President for Internal Affairs:
There are two people running for this
If the president is absent, he must pre- position:
side over the regular and special meetDDrews Mitchell, Phi Kappa Psi

CKevin Callahan, Phi Kappa Tau
■Treasurer: He submits a tentative
budget for the upcoming academic year
and is responsible for maintaining the
money.
There is one person running for this
position:
a Jeff Taylor, Zeta Beta Tau
■Chief Administrator: Serves as
chairperson and spokesperson for the
IFC judicial board.
There is one person running for this
position:
Tom Hughes, Zeta Beta Tau
The Panhellenic Council will hold
elections on Tuesday, Nov. 13. There
are also seven positions available on
their executive board.
■President: Oversees everything the
Council does. She is responsible for
working with chapter presidents and
she is a liason with IFC.
There are two women running for this
position:
Joan Ashcraft, Alpha Chi Omega

I Andrea Beaudoin, Alpha Phi
■President for Membership Development: She is in charge of training the
pledge educators.
There is one woman running for this
position:
Karen Ravas, Pi Beta Phi
■Vice President of Rush: She oversees the rush process. Her work begins
in the spring when she chooses her rush
and marketing teams.

She is in charge of the selection and
interview process for the Rho Chis.
There are three women running for
this position:
Diane Orcutt, Kappa Delta
^Shelli Sanderson, Alpha Xi Delta
I iRita Sena for. Pi Beta Phi

■Secretary: She calls roll and takes
the minutes at the meetings. There are
four women running for this position:
Kristin Brink, Phi Mu
[ Heather Marshall, Alpha Omicron
There are three women running for
Pi
this position.
UMindy Engler, Chi Omega
Denise Chrien, Gamma Phi Beta
L: Kitty Reed, Gamma Phi Beta
l_ Leslie Green, Alpha Phi
■Treasurer: She is in charge of all
Cindy Pesch, Kappa Delta
■Cabinet Director: Oversees the dues, fees and fines for the Council.
There
are three women running for
Cabinet and all programming.
There are three women running for this position:
this position.
Megan DeCrane, Kappa Kappa
O Christine Kendzora, Alpha Phi
Gamma
nSheridan Pagan, Delta Gamma
□Tammy Johnson, Kappa Delta
ULisa Woodruff, Gamma Phi Beta
Stacy Kauffman, Delta Gamma
■Vice President of Rush Counselors:

SENIOR FAREWELL TOMORROW- FALCONS HOST WESTERN MICHIGAN, 1:30 P.MJp

Seniors?
Which group are you in?
*>

o
Those pictured in the 1991 KEY.

i

?

i

i

Those not.

9

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates memories!!
This is the last session for the fall and the last chance to
choose which portrait goes in the book. Call today!

Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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Protest violent in Youngstown

Experts predict a
top lifespan of 85

Abortion protester maced; automobile runs over two others
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (AP)
A man and a woman lying in "The violence is in there [the clinic]. If that
front of an abortion clinic were place would close down, there would be no
run over by a car and a retired
Catholic priest was sprayed with violence here."
mace Thursday during an anti- Rev. William Witt.
abortion protest.
The man's legs were run over
by the car, but he got up and over by the car as it attempted to injuries.
walked away during the protest enter the clinic's parking lot.
Three people were arrested for
at the Mahoning Women's
The car skinned his knee, but disorderly conduct, Wellington
Center, said police Chief Randall he said he would not press char- said.
Wellington.
The Rev. William Witt, a local
ges because it would detract from
"A man was trying to get into what he called the "sacrificial anti-abortion leader, said he was
the abortion clinic and one indi- rite" of his protest. He did not go sprayed with mace by a center
vidual had his leg run over," Wel- to the hospital.
worker when he attempted to sit
lington said. "He got up and limThe woman, who had tire down in front of the clinic door.
ped away into the crowd.''
marks on the back of her coat,
"Each day more children are
A 30-year-old Steubenville man declined to talk to reporters at the being killed. The anarchy is
who identified himself only as scene. Paramedics said they ex- here," Witt said. "The violence is
Joseph said his legs were run amined the woman and found no in there [the clinic). If that place

■Esther Peterson, 83, consumer activist: "Life in my
80s is full. I keep finding new
things to do."
■Orville Redenbacher, 83,
popcorn king: "You miss a lot
of people that you knew. Not
one of my frat brothers who
graduated from Purdue in
1928 is alive ... But you do get
to enjoy your family ... And,
of course, I still eat popcorn
three to four times a week.''
■Or. Albert Sabin, 84, developer of the oral live polio
vaccine: "I don't think longevity in itself is something to
look forward to ... the biological clock just runs down and
stops."
Almost 3 million people in
the United States are 85 or
older.
The study found that even
cures for cancer, heart
disease and diabetes would
not extend the average American life past 85.

by Karen S. Peterson Tim
Friend and Suun Wlouczyna
USA TODAY
AMb Cufcn Wqnixttfi Nttwoit.

We should live so long. Or
should we?
A study to be published in
Friday's Science magazine
said 86 is about as high as we
can expect to push the average U.S. lifespan. Average
now: 75.
But is living longer something to look forward to?
■Comedian Henny Youngman, 84: "It's backaches.
Rear-end aches. But I've
been very lucky ... I don't
need anyone to help me with
my pants."
■Louise Bates Ames. 82.
pioneer child development
specialist: "I used to be able
to get a cocktail party
together for 40.1 hardly know
40 people in their 80s in New
Haven now."

A clinic escort, who declined to
identify himself, said "These
people staged this. This is what
they wanted. That judge who let
them go should be held responsible for this."

BLOTTER
■A resident of the 800 block of
Wooster Street reported his hood
ornament was stolen from his car
Monday morning.
■A resident of the 500 block of
Gypsy Lane Road reported
someone
called her Monday
1
afternoon saying he had kidnapped her daughter. Later, she realized it was a prank.
■A resident of the 100 block of

i

BG hosts Western Michigan
Join John Henderson & Mike Baker

a

would close down, there would be
no violence here."
The protest by about 40 people
followed the arrest of 25 protesters at the center last Friday.
One Steubenville man jailed
last Friday returned to protest
Thursday and declined to give his
name. He said, "Yes, I might go
back to jail. That doesn't bother
me. What bothers me is that babies die. We'll fill up all the
prisons if we have to."

Troup Street reported she
received an obscene phone call
Monday evening.
■An East Poe Road resident
reported he received a threatening phone call Tuesday morning.
■A resident of the 800 block of
North Summit Street reported he
received threatening phone calls
Tuesday afternoon.
■Clifford Herbster, Toledo,

ST. ALOYSIl'S COMMUNITY AUCTION
NOV. 10,1990
148 S. ENTERPRISE
GRAND AUCTION'SILENT AUCTION'50/50 DRAWING

w
Ub«Wm Ml. Illtpu. University

This is your last chance to catch football
action on WBGU-88.1FM this year, so don't miss out.
._

J

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION: At Ranch Steak & Seafood our number one
goal is your complete satisfaction We are committed to providing you the
best quality and freshest ingredients at very competitive prices. If you arf
dissatisfied with a meal at our restaurant, we will replace it with another of
equal value at no charge. The management

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
NO COUPON NEEDED

ITEMS TO BE AUCTIONED
Food Items
Like new computer
Two Night Stay Lakeland
CaJun Dinner for Six
Motel/Lake Erie
Permanent. Color, and
10 lb. Turkey
Haircut/Hair Gallery
BASF Video Tapes
Paul Runnine Watercolor
Labino Glass
Craft Items
Many other too numerous to mention
Food Available
Auction to Benefit St. Aloysius School
Auction Services Donated by Eugene Adler
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Includes baked potato, garlic
toast and the 80 plus item
all-you-can-eat Ranch
Buffet 'n' Sundae Bar
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AZ
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THETA GHI
DELTA ZETA
VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

was cited for DUI Tuesday evening.
■A resident of the 300 block of
North Maple Street reported his
daughter was walking through
the fairway at the Bowling Green
Country Club when a man came
up behind her with his pants down
Tuesday evening.
■ Several pieces of photographic equipment were reported stolen from a locker in
west Hall Monday evening. Value
of the loss was estimated at $150.
■A person was taken to Wood
County Jail from McDonald
North Hall Tuesday evening due
to a possible drug overdose.
■A trash can was set on fire in
Bromfield Hall Tuesday evening.
The incident is under investigation.
■A resident of the 200 block of
Prospect Street reported

someone threw a pitcher of beer
in his car while he was driving in
the 100 block of East Wooster
Street Wednesday morning.
■A Second Street resident reported a rock was thrown in his
window Wednesday morning.
■ An employee of Young's
Newsstand, 178 N. Main St., reported someone broke into the
store's rear garage door and stole
money, checks, a VCR camera
and other miscellaneous items
Wednesday morning.
ti
■An employee of McDonald's,
1050 S. Main St., reported
someone stole the Big Mac character from a fenced-in area
Wednesday afternoon. Value of
the loss is estimated at $1500.
■A resident of the 400 block of
Thurstin Avenue reported he had
been receiving harassing phone
calls Wednesday evening.

Benefit
L Continued from page 3.
rority houses to collect the cans.
The members of the fraternity
all believe this is the best cause to
donate their money.
"What better cause to recycle
then for burned children?" Callow said.
The kickoff event Sunday will
include a dunking booth which
local police have volunteered to

sit in to be dunked by residents
and students.
However, people must bring a
bag of aluminum cans to the
event to be eligible to dunk the
police, Callow said.
A raffle which will award gift
certificates from area merchants
will also be part of Sunday's
grand kickoff.
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* R.E. MANAGEMENT *
Take Mom and Dad to the Movies

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

_
—m HRS352-9302
8 5 M F 9 3 Sat
,JSm
' '> "
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Stop by and pick up a listing for
Fall 1991
STEAK & SEAFOOD

GLOBE NOMINATIONS
3 GOLDEN
BEST MOTION PICTURE

Bowling Green: E. Wooster across from Ooyt Perry Stadium - Phone 352-0461

CWINNFR BEST PICTURE

-Mw-ilnfCimHu

3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS
1 EXPIRES:
.11/30/90

FAST LUNCH!

All-you-can-eat
Ranch Lunch
Buffet n' Sundae
Bar 11 AM til 4 PM
Mon. thru Fri.

MOB 0' drftounl o"lf

Coupon flood '0' any w". s n

2 EXPIRES:

,11/30/90

Coupon rjoo0 lor any party \>n Onot M

EXPIRES:
,11/30/90

».

nol ffCJudM

RANCH SIRLOIN STEAK
DINNER
SI-/IQ
Includes baked
y|Aif3

-SM

* i ?" t>

MI«"

Special Midnight showing of...
If* only a state of mind.

■ "_TT
■^^B ptq
^^^ ISp

with any cw coupon or discount off Tv not included

-\

CHAR8R0ILED

CHICKEN BREAST
DINNER
Includes baked
potato, hot garlic
toast and Ranch
Buffet'n Sundae Bar

I Coupon W& to ■"> W* *"* C*™0' "•

TJI

Friday and Saturday, November 9th and 10th
8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
$1.50 Admission
210 MSC

CHARBR0ILED

potato, hot garlic
toast and Ranch
Buffet n Sundae Bar
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DRY IS TOMORROW!
HAVE YOU MADE PLANS
WITH MOM & DAD YET?

PHR€NTS'

JlW

SAVE '1.00

■ -o"*"** "• *» •*■' ctupor' c discount o«t' Ti* not MCMM I
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A UNIVERSAL Release

Directed by Monty Python's Terry Gilliam

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW FOR THE
LAST HOME FOOTBALL GAME VS.
WESTERN MICHIGAN. ON SALE AT
THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE,

!
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Sex, birth control
use rose in 1980's
NEW YORK (AP) - The proportion of American teen-age
girls and women having sex
climbed in the 1980s, but the
pregnancy rate changed little because of increased use of condoms, a study found.
"All the publicity about using
condoms has had some impact,
said Susheela Singh, co-author of
the Alan Guttmacher Institute
study released Wednesday.
The study of sexual behavior
from 1982 to 1988 also found one of
every five teen-agers having sex
in 1988 used no birth control.
Among poor teen-agers, one in
four failed to use contraceptives
during intercourse and one-third
of all young women are still unfirotected from pregnancy the
irst time they have sex, the study
found.
The proportion of girls ages 15
to 19 who nad sexual intercourse
rose from 47 percent in 1982 to 53
percent in 1988, the study found.

The increase was greatest among
whites and in higher-income families.
In 1982, the proportion of whites
who were sexually active was 45
percent, compared to 52 percent
in 1988. The increase among teenagers in families with income of
more than 200 percent of the poverty line was from 40 percent to 50
percent.
"The levels of sexual activity
were already high among nonwhite and poor girls," Singh said.
"The white and non-poor are
catching up as attitudes change
and become more liberal."

The study found that 58 percent
of the overall sexually active
group reported having intercourse with two or more partners.
According to the study, 48 percent used a contraceptive method
at first intercourse in 1982,
mainly a condom, compared to 65
percent in 1988.

•O N«w»/Mark Deckard

Card Party
Commuter students [L-R] Neil Johnson ot Bowling Green, Teresa
Helmick ot Rlslngsun, Jason Myerholtz ot Portage, and Ourrell
Johnson ot Wayne throw In their cards at the end of a euchre

Caution, self-defense rise
Experts say some measures taken may be unnecessary
by N. Scott Vance
USA TODAY Apple College Information Nelwoik

DETROIT — For Kelly Featherston, driving has become an
exercise in self-defense. At night,
she rolls through stop signs inner
subdivision and will circle the
block rather than wait at the railroad crossing near her home. She
doesn't pull up next to other
drivers at stoplights. And if a
Eolice officer wants to stop her, it
ad better be in a populated, welllighted area. Otherwise, she may
just keep driving.
"You can take me to jail, but
I'm not goingT to stop," Featherston says. "I d probably indicate
with flashers or something that,
'Yes, I realize you're behind me,'
but I'm not stopping until I get to
a well-lit area where I feel safe."
Featherston's defensive driving is just one of many steps people take these days to protect
themselves from a society they
consider increasingly hostile.
But some criminologists are
starting to wonder how much of
"The New Fear" is justified or
whether some are barricading
and isolating themselves unnecessarily.
"We're really self-imposing
limitations on our freedoms,
said Robert Trojanowicz, director of criminal justice at Michigan State University. "We
[scholars] now realize fear of
crime is as important as crime it-

MIK€ BROGflN

self, because of the alterations in
our behavior."
Trojanowicz agrees people who
live in dangerous neighborhoods
need to be careful, but he says
residents of communities that are
statistically safer may be overreacting.
"Most of us are more fearful
than we should be," he said.
"Research shows that many
times, people with the highest
fear are those who have the least
reason to be fearful."
Justified or not, scholars agree
Americans are taking precautions they wouldn't even have
considered a decade ago.
The most popular security item
at one Detroit store is a $3.57
bracket that bolts to the back of a
door, allowing a two-by-four to be
wedged diagonally between the
door and the floor.
"I order a 100 at a time and I
still can't keep them in stock,"

said sales consultant Leonard
Carter.
Other hot sellers include motion sensors that turn on lights or
set off alarms when someone
walks or drives by.
Sales of handguns also have
risen steadily in many areas. And
owners of target ranges and gun
clubs say more people are walking through their doors, asking
for handgun lessons.
HarrelRoehm, director of the
International Security and Detective Alliance based in Corpus
Christi, Texas, said private eyes
also are being asked more often
by private citizens to run background checks on potential lovers
or friends.
"More people are seeing the
wisdom of checking other people
out." Roehm said. "Unfortunately, we live in a time when you
don t seem to be able to take people at their word anymore."

hand during their Wednesday afternoon game In the Oft-Campus
Student Center The tour say they meet for games every Monday.
Wednesday and Friday to kill time between classes.

Olds —
Continued from page 3.
"We don't have to accept any of "We have to get a sense that ,
lenge and problems facing the these things as if theyTe God- there is an unprecidented need !
global environment, he said he given or inevitable," he said, out there for one of you."
was unsure if the world will pass
its exam and reverse ecological
trends.
"I'm working hard to insure
that we do pass, but I really don't
know," he said. "I want to believe
that we're smarter than we appear to be.
Olds told the crowd while the
environment has reached a crisis
situation, it is not too late to
change the global situation.
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\ mi arc required to attend a sign-up

Is 21
November 10!!!

and information meeting:
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIV. UNION
Attend one ol the Following:
[ 8:30, 9:30. 10:30. 11:30. A.M. I
\ 1:30, 2:30, 3:30. 4:30. P.M. ]
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LAST GAME OF THE SEASON_

SAT. 1:30 - PERRY FIELD \S55J
BRING MOM & DAD!

SUBWAY'S

ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING FALL SEMESTEK

WEEKEND SALE!
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER lO & SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11

Buy any sub
A

knoH yum sprint classes, course
numbers and
your <)( MIS!

and get your second

BGSU

1141 S. Main
Bowling Green

WOOSTER

6 AM - 1 AM Daily
354-2526

KMART

■t

FOR 99$ *

CHURCHILL'S

Bring your parents to the BG Supermarket
with Hometown Friendliness and Service

fttmmm *+

■ ■iiM<>l,"Ty'~"ll ^H»"
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at Competitive Prices!

Take advantage ol these am many oilier SHE ITEMS

<r»>

Heinz
Squeeze
Ketchup
28oz

Spartan
Crispy Rice
Cereal
13oz

2.99,
Tide
Liquid
Detergent
64oz

1.991 12oi
Borden
American
Singles

"•

828 S. Main
354-2608

Pepsi
24 pk
12oz cans

&

The Woodland Mall
353-0204

«SUBUJAY*

WELCOME PARENTS!
BGN 1106

■ Second sub must Do o( eouoi ot lesser price. Supers exciuoeo
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Sports
BG slams 139 points in exhibition win
by Chile Miller
sports writer

Bowline Green men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga saw
what he thought he would see in
Thursday's 139-99 rout of the USA
Verich Reps at Anderson Arena.
He watched as plenty of Falcon
players played, scored and
scored some more in the team's
first exhibition game of the
season.
But that doesn't mean all he
saw was to his liking.
Sure, the Falcons dominated
after a slow start that saw them
fall behind 33-28 just over 11
minutes into the contest.
And the 60 percent field goal

percentage the Falcons shot for
the game has to bring a smile to
his face, but there were weak
areas.
Specifically defense and ball
handling.
BG fell behind early because
Verich was scoring at will on
layups against the Falcon defense. Verich only shot 49 percent
for the game, but that came after
a second half of shooting threepointers in hopes of making the
score at least respectable.
Verich, led by former Vanderbilt player Darrel Dalaney's
game-high 29 points, shot at a 58
percent clip the opening half, but
faltered to 41 the second!
The Falcons also had difficulty
with turnovers. BG committed 26
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CONGRATULATIONS!
October FINALISTS
Administrative Staff- Kim Jones,
Assistant Director.
Small Group Housing
- Greek Life
Classified Staff- Yolanda Armola,
Secretary - Multicultural Studies
Graduate Staff- Susan Little,
Greek Life

5
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1990-91 Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges
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on the night, with point guards
Clinton Venable and Michael
Huger combining for 11.
"If we're going to be successful
this year, we're going to have to
do a better job of taking care of
the basketball," Larranaga said.
"And we're going to need some
work on the defensive end of the
floor."
The offense, on the other hand,
was clicking.
Senior guard Joe Moore scored
the Falcons' first seven points of
the game and was one of eight
Falcons in double figures with 16.
Senior guard Billy Johnson came
off the bench to lead BG with 18,
while forward Steve Watson added 17 points and a game-high 14
rebounds.
Junior forward Tom Hall
popped in 14, Venable shook off a
cola first half to add 13, junior
guard Kirk Whiteman and senior
center Ed Colbert scored 12 each
and Huger finished with 10 off the
bench.
All 13 Falcons who played
scored as BG raced to a 67-46
halftime lead behind Moore's 13
first-half points. Larranaga then
substituted freely to get looks at
different combinations.

The 6-5 sharp-shooting guard
from Lima was able to play after
getting out of a letter-of-intent
with North Carolina-Wilmington,
but didn't play because of the uncertainty of his season.
With Moore, Hall and senior
forward Tom Kizer all filling Otto's spot, Larranaga isn't sure
whether Otto will play this year
or redshirt and keep four years of
eligibility.
"A decision has not and will not
be made until the appropriate
time," Larranaga saia. "Matt is
an outstanding shooter and has
practiced real well for us, but
with three guys already in his position, we wanted to explore the
possibility of redshirting this
year.
"We have talked to him about it
and he is receptive to the idea,
but we haven t made that decision yet. By playing him
(Thursday), it would have ended
all possibility of him redshirting
this year."
NCAA rules state that once a
player has played, exhibition or
not, the player is ineligible to redshirt unless injured.

EXHIBITION IN THE AIR The Falcons also found them"It was kind of what I expect- selves without a game next Fried," Larranaga said. "We want- day as originally scheduled.
ed to see whatkind of shape we're
BG was supposed to play the
in and go to our bench to see what
they could do. We had a number Yugoslavian National team, but
they cancelled. A game with a
of guys play well."
squad from Lithuania was then
FALCON NOTES:
scheduled, but they have also
UNCERTAIN ABOUT OTTO - cancelled.
The only player on BG's roster
(besides Joe Bair who is finishing
Larranaga said the Falcons are
up the football season) who didn't searching for a replacement
BG New*/Jay Murdock
see action was freshman forward team, but the squad must be an
Forward Tom Hall slams down two of his 14 points in the Falcons' 139-99
Matt Otto.
international touring team.
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Strawberry signs
with Los Angeles

The Little Shop
(University Union)
Will be closed

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12

II 'HHy Searcy
w, Pair* k smith
Kaihy Smolen
Judy Siammen
Belinda Slid
Rajeev Talwar
Amy Vojia
Maria Waianakunakorn
Allyson Williams
KiiK WDUams
Lori Winston
Shanon Wise
Joseph Wolt

victory over the USA Verich Reps. Hall also collected seven rebounds.
Steve Watson paced BG by pulling down 14 boards. Billy Johnson's 18
points led all Falcon scorers.

in observance of

Veteran's Day

a
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - Darryl
Strawberry signed a five-year,
$20.25 million contract with the
Los Angeles Dodgers on Thursday, saying the New York Mets
"just let me walk away." The
Mets say they will be better without him.
At 28, the seven-time All-Star
joins the Dodgers at the prime of

GREENBRIAR INC.

I ru i.i M.irks

The 1990-91 edition of who's who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges will im hide the names of S3 students from Bowling
Green Stale rnivcrsity who have been selected as national outstanding
rampus leaders. Over 180 applications were submitted for the selection
process.
Criteria for selection is on the basis of scholarship, citizenship, partidapation. and leadership in academic and extra curricular activities, and the
promise of future contribution lo business and society.

NOW LEASING

D See Strawberry, page 9.

Spring Semester
Rentals Available
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Veterans Day
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• Efficiencies
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Quantum '90
Office
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Call 352-0717 for
more information
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his career, following a season in
which he hit 37 homers and drove
in a team-record 108 runs.
"They never made any offer
like they were interested in me. It
was a choice the Mets had to
make and it shows me it wasn't in
their interest. I can't understand
it. They just let me walk away,"
Strawberry said.
"I don't think the New York
Mets appreciated Darryl Strawberry for the last seven years,"
he said during a news conference
at Dodger Stadium. "They kind of
left the door open for me to

will be

closed
NOVEMBER 12
TONIGHT

TONIGHT
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FALCON FOOTBALL

COME TONIGHT TO SEE:

LAST GAME
OF THE
SEASON IS
TOMORROW
1:30 P.M.
■■*
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BRING

REGENCY

A 5-Man "Rockapella" Band

Be at the Grand Ballroom
',• yj>

8:00 P.M.

Don't miss it! ! !
$3 per Family
BRING YOUR PARENTS!!
Refreshments Provided

BEAT WESTERN!

MOM

RND

DRD!

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY AT MEMORIAL HALL OR TOMORROW BEFORE
THE GAME AT THE STADIUM BEGINNING AT 1200 P.M.
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Cross country takes
the underdog role

Football team could
finish in third place
by Matt Schroder
sports editor
At first glance, there doesn't seem to be much
at stake for the football team in its final game of
1990.
Then again, how does third place sound?
It wouldn't get a politician
excited on election day, but
finishing third in the talented
Mid-American Conference
can be classified as an accomplishment.
Indeed, the Falcons have an
outside shot at ending their
eight-game MMA season at
number three in the standings, as they prepare to face
Western Michigan at Doyt L. Ankney
Perry Field on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
But Bowling Green's chances at its best
league finish since the 1985 Championship are
definitely possible but not probable.
As of today, the Falcons are alone in sixth
place in the MAC at 2-3-2. Western and Ball
State are tied for fourth at 3-3. The current third
place team, Miami, stands at 3-4-1.
Here is what must take place for BG to finish
third.
a The Falcons must defeat Western on Saturday.
D Miami must lose its last two games.
Ball State must lose one of its remaining
twogames.
What the rest of the teams are doing doesn't
concern head coach Moe Ankney and the Falcons. The Broncos' second-ranked offense,
which averages the most yards per play (5.4) in
the MAC, is foremost on their minds.

"They are the only team in our league that
runs the wide-open, spread defense on every
play," Ankney said. "We've seen it briefly
against other teams but Western fields four
wide receivers constantly and that presents
problems in preparation."
The good news is none of the Bronco pass catchers is a proven 'burner.' Wideout Paul
Agema is the conference's top ranked receiver
with 44 receptions, 614 yards and a touchdown.
His teammate Allan Boyko is fifth with 35 catches for 557 yards.
But Falcon fans know game-breaking speed
is not a prerequisite for a quality receiever —
BG's Mark Szlachcic makes a living with precise moves and sure hands.
"Most of their pass routes are across the
middle or out patterns," Ankney said. "Their
guys are great athletes without the burner
speed."
Defensively, the Bronco's password is
gamble.
Western sometimes blitzes up to eight people,
leaving three defensive backs in man-to-man
coverage. That philosophy has landed the
Broncos sixth in total defense, surrendering 372
yards per game compared to BG's 344.
"I'm like a broken record saying the other
team's defense is always strong but the league
is full of outstanding defenses this year," Ankney said.
Leading the charge against Falcon defenders
will be Sean Mulhearn. The senior linebacker
leads Western with 148 tackles, 64 of them solos.
Keith Pace is tops for BG with 99,60 solos.
"We have to continue to protect the passer,"
Ankney said. "The best wav to beat them is to
be patient and bust a couple big plays against
their gambling defense."

Falcon volleyball
not giving up hope
by Jamie Joss

sports writer

It's the bottom of the ninth,
your team is at bat down 1-0 with
two outs, a full count, and a man
on third base.
The opposing team is hungry to
earn one of the final spots in the
playoffs.
This isn't in reference to the
Falcon baseball team, but it does
describe the feeling the volleyball
will have to endure in two mustwin matches against Central
Michigan and Eastern Michigan
this weekend.
In order for the Falcons to capture a spot in the Mid-American
Conference tournament, they
have to sweep both games this
weekend.
However, both CMU and EMU
will clinch a spot in the tourney
with a victory over BG.
CMU, Saturday at Bowling
Green High School, 7 p.m.
BG opens the weekend against
a CMU team that they dominated
last year (2-0), including a regular season victory and a MAC
tournament win.
But, BG's overall record
against Chippewas isn't as encouraging, 4-10 since 1974.
"The Central MichiganBowling Green match has been a
tougher match than Eastern
Michigan," coach Denise Van De
Wallesaid.
The Chippewas who are tied for
second in the MAC at 4-2, and an
overall record of 9-15, have a talented duo returning in Patty Mitchell and Shelley Harrah.
CMU's Mitchell is leading the
conference in digs, and is among
the leaders in kills, while she is
nationally ranked in digs per

S;ame. Harrah is among the
eaders in the MAC in hitting percentage, kills, and digs.
"She is a senior playing with a
lot of intensity and is doing a very
nice job for them," Van De Walle
said. "(Harrah) plays middle, is
a left-hander and I think she can
be quite dynamic as well."
EMU, Sunday at Anderson
Arena, 3 p.m.
Q See Volleyball, page 9.

chances.
Todd Black and myself
are
iys
iust looking for top 30 finishes,"
Madaras said.
The women will compete
against Indiana, Michigan and
Wisconsin, all of whom are in the
top 15 in the nation.
"It's similar to the football
team competing against Notre
Dame, Ohio State, and Michigan,
all in one weekend," said women's coach Steve Price. "We're
just in a really tough district."
Sophomore Cheri Triner has
doesn't expect to beat any of
those teams.
"I just want to beat Miami,"
she said. "If we beat them, the
whole team will be happy."
Miami beat BG by five points at
the MAC meet.
Senior Tracy Gaerke is one
person who believes the Falcons
will prevail over Miami at this
meet.
"If we run like we did at the
MACs, we can be the best MAC
school," she said. "I just have a
feeling we can do it."
Triner and Gaerke will be the
Falcons top runners, but they too
will assume the role of David this
weekend. However, sling-shots
will have their work cut out for
them.

by Brian Dugger
sports writer

Well, David killed Goliath.
So that means the cross country
teams have a chance to win this
week's district meet, right?
Not really. But none of the
other Mid-American Conference
schools are likely to win either.
The men's team enters the land
of the giants on Saturday when
they run in the District 4 Championships at Purdue University.
The men will compete against
the third ranked team in the
country, Wisconsin, sixth ranked
Michigan and tenth ranked Notre
Dame.
Head coach Sid Sink realizes
the competition his team is up
against and just expects a strong
performance from his team.
"We're looking for a top ten finish, and we're going to try and
beat a couple of MAC teams," he
said. "Miami is one team we really want to beat, and maybe even
Eastern Michigan (the winners of
the MAC Championships) because we don't feel they'll run as
strong this week."
"We realize we don't have a
good chance as a team because
all the teams are so tough," BG's
Keith Madaras said. "We're looking at it as a chance to beat the
MAC teams that beat us earlier.''
Madaras, along with Todd
Black, are the Falcons top
chances to advance participants
to the national championships.
But Madaras is realistic about his

BG tennis
represented
at tourney
•pom writer

The men'aUaaai team rcacttea in the ITCA
Rates bvttattanai at Nab*
Dame thai wwkaod
The tavUattonal indudea
taurFaicoDsinfleaaiarara.
who are among the M
player* fram the Htdweat
region m ttw tooraamanx.
foduded in the teuraty
are Richard WataejLTead
ICaahlar, Juatln Ovcrnaawr,
and Stave MMre.
"K'a at* hesarte be selectee andl'm laotdac forward to thte weekend."
Steve Mudreeakt
All players in the tavitatianal were voted a> hy the
Midwest ration 'a coachaa.
"This tournament to by
far the strongest tournament that aw will coronet*
in thai roar." BG coach
Gene Orlando saM. "It's a
great iKTamplMmiant far
am team to qualify faar
alayers tor Utto araanftow
taurnamant
MDM

Winthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
is now accepting
applications & deposits
For

UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's

Come learn what your government does
not want you to know about UFO's

Spring and Fall 1991!
Featuring
• Campus Shuttle
I & 2 B.R. Furn./Unfum.
1 & 2 Full Baths
3 Great Locations

Robert Hastings
Monday, Nov. 12
8:00 P.M. - Grand Ballroom

■'». CALL 352-9135

with valid ID
S3.00 without

What do you Believe?
• Have UFO's visited Earth?
UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's UFO's [

"University Jood Operations

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

Winthrop I errace Is Now Accepting Applications $

%g.cipt Contest
W I AC 9£ <E ^ S

352-5551

HOWARD'S club H
Proudly Presents:

*—mmmmm grand (Prize mmmmmmmmmm

'Barbara lofinstone

LIVE FROM DETROIT

THE ROMANTICS

first place winners
paaaaaa^^
^^

with Special Guest

Cold Shot & The Nu Tones
Thursday November 15
Show starts at 8:00 pm
$6.00 at the door
Call 352-9951 for details..

352-0796

.^^^^^^m
^^■^^

mm.

Linda 'Ptglow
Marty 'Back
Qrace Mitter
glen and9^pncy Cmm
Xpthy Mast

Congratulations from all of us at 'Food Operations

+

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

'1,50 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

75 * Fare

For Elderty (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

• Over 50 Craft Exhibitors
• Christmas Decor & Gifts
• Something for Everyone!

Children
o« uNDtn .o ill

UNOCM 4 YB».

Ride Free Of Charge

with adult.
Cf«W mull iO» in ChM Rtstrint
VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Whaalchalr Aceau * Group Stating Available*5"' "°"™
'TranaK Identification Cards Avatabte At Grant* Administrators Office By Appt. Only.
TranM Mtntfctton Card Required*

Call 354-6203 For More Information
■jaMeaveeMeaeHejeM ™»»y_»*■'■»■'"
M LBtDrlvtrKnow %"^J^TT
How Many Persons V0?^™0'
WIN* Riding
No Service Thanksgiving Day

SERVICE PROVIDE*
**A»««OB

woodland mall
:*

1234 NORTH MAIN
BOWLING GR€€N
354-4447
Do«v 10-9, Sun. 12-5

LAST FOOTBALL GAME OF THE SEASON IS TOMORROW • BRING MOM & DAD WITH YOU!
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Falcons face MAC powerhouse leers looking for

Swim teams look for near-perfect meet at home against Eastern Michigan
by Kevin dimming*
sports writer

One team figures to win and polish its skills, while the other
hopes to prove it's going to be
competitive this season.
The men's
and women's
swim teams
will host the
first dual meet
of the season at
Cooper Pool
this weekend
against MidAmerican Conference foe
Gordon
Eastern Michigan. The men's teams will
square-off at 7 p.m. today, while
the women's teams will get
together on Saturday for an 11
a.m. meet.
The Bowling Green men know
they will have to swim a near perfect meet to upset the MAC's pre-

season choice as conference
champions.
EMU has won 12 straight MAC
crowns and have lost only once to
a MAC opponent since 1979.
"They have so much depth that
it's almost impossible for us to
match it," Chris Lewter said.
"We'll be looking to be competitive and place as high as possible
— hopefully filling up the second
and third place spots."
The Falcons were impressive
when thev faced a strong Huron
team in the Tom Stubbs Relays,
where EMU dominated the
non-scoring event two weeks ago.
"Sure hvs going to be hard to
win," Geoff Morns said. It's frustrating swimming against them.
We're competitive with their
number one and two swimmers,
but their depth goes to the fifth
man."
The men are using intense
training and the experience from
these highly competitive meets to
prepare for the championships in

FALCON ICERS BATTLE MIAMI

March.
"We have to have a good race,"
head coach Brian Gordon said.
"Eastern has no problem running
up the score on people. If you
show any signs of weakness,
they'll run it up even more."
Eastern's success can be attributed to Michigan keeping its
athletes in state schools, such as
Michigan State and Michigan —
something BG has not been able
to accomplish.
"No one is going to intimidate
us," Morris said. "We're carrying the attitude that we can beat
anybody on any given day."
The women's squad should not
be seriously challenged by the
Hurons, yet Gordon knows his
team cannot underestimate
them.
"They have a very strong diving team," Gordon said. "We
have to give them some respect.
This is the type of meet that you
can easily lose in an upset."
On paper, it appears EMU is

much weaker than the Wright
Sate team BG easily defeated last
weekend. So Gordon will be looking past his number one swimmers (who he figures to win), to
the number two and three position women.

fifth straight win

"I want to see how well our
middle people swim," Gordon
said. "We need consistency from
topr to bottom.
'Ih(
hope our girls are not going
into the race with the attitude
that this is an easy meet."
The women's goal right now is
to improve after each race on
their way to the conference
championships.
Swimming such a demanding
schedule should benefit both
teams.
"My philosophy is that you
swim against the best, to be the
best." Gordon said. "You don't
get better by swimming against
weak teams."

Quote of the Week

"There's no way I could look at myself la the mirror if I had
nit I feel a little sick to my stomach that we fen apart like we
did, because I kaow thii team will come back. I wish the whole
ballclubwea."
— Former Cleveland Browns head coach Bud Carson who was
fired Monday after a 42-0 loss to Buffalo.

#
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The BG skaters go for 6 in a row this weekend in
Oxford.Todd Goldberg and Jeff Mandel hit the air at
7:15 p.m. both Fri. and Sat. nights on WBGU-88.1 FM

University Bookstore
will be closed

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

in observance of

Veteran's Day
Open Saturday, Nov. 10
9AM - 5:30 PM

MIKE KATON BAND
Wednesday • Saturday
November 7 ■ 10

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft

WHO: Bowling Green Falcons
vs. Miami Redskins.
WHERE: Tonight's and Saturday's game are scheduled at
MU'sGoggin Ice Arena (2,200).
WHEN: Both games begin at
7:30.
RECORDS: BG enters the series with a M record and in third
Blace in the Central Collegiate
ockey Association. The Falcons
have won four-straight games
and five of their last six. Miami is
alone in eighth place with a 1-4-1
record. It lost twice to Ohio State
last weekend.
RADIO: Both games can be
heard on WBVI (96.7 FM) and
WBGU (88.1 FM) radio.
COACHES: Falcon head coach
Jerry York, who is the first BG
hockey coach to reach the 250-win
Slateau, has compiled a record of
B6-169-21 (.623) in twelve
seasons. York has guided BG to
three seasons of 30 or more wins,
four CCHA regular-season
championships, and six appearances in the NCAA Tournament.
Mil's George Gwozdecky is in his
second season as the Miami's
mentor and fifth overall in the
collegiate ranks. Gwozdecky's
record at Miami is 15-28-5. Gwozdecky has never beaten the Falcons in four attempts.
SERIES: BG leads the series
with a 37-5 record. The Falcons
have won seven-straight contests
and 16 of the last 18. Miami has
won only three times in 21 games
at Goggin Ice Arena.
THE FALCONS:
Offense: Sophomore center
Brett Harkins is tied for first in
the league and tops on the tops on
the team with eight goals and 13
assists. After opening the season
with only one assist in the Lake
Superior series, Harkins is averaging more then one goal and two
assists a contest.MarUn Jiranek
(8-7-15) and Peter Holmes
(7-8-15) also place in the top five
in the conference.
Defense: With four freshmen, a
sophomore and a junior patrolling the back lines for the Falcons
during the four-game winning
streak, they have given up less
than four goals a game against
high-powered offenses. Sophomore Ken Klee is quickly becoming a point producer with two
goals and 10 assists.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

21 and over
$1.00 Cover after 9:30

(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

it Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
Q. How much money should
I have left now?
A. Check this reference guide

DEAR
BERNIE

■■■■■■■■■■■* i^

BUDGET YOUR "QUANTUM 90" DOLLARS!
Foil '90
MINIMUM COMFORT
Beginning

SUPER

SUPER PLUS

Balance
Nov 3

S545
S204

S710
S265

Nov. 17
Dec 8

$136

S176

$1050
$395
$264

S68

S87

S825
$310
S207
$104

Dec 21

S 0

S 0

$ 0

$ 0

$133

Q. My Quantum 90 debit account A. Remember, if you are
enrolled for Spring Semester,
balance is getting low. What
can I do?
it will carry over along with
your new plan dollars for the
A. You have several options.
spring term, or you could use
You can deposit additional
the excess dollars to purchase
money ($20 or more) in your
shelf-stable packaged items
account at the Bursar's
at Chily's Express for use
Office. Any excess money in
over the break.
your account at the end of
the semester will carry over Q. When do I get a refund?
A. At the end of the year or
and be added to Spring
when you withdraw from
Semester account if you are
BGSU, if you purchased an
enrolled for the spring term.
upgraded plan ($695, $800, or
You can pay cash at any
$1000). If you purchased one
campus food outlet.
of the larger plans you will
be credited your unused
Q. I have too much money in my dollars in excess of the $545
minimum per semester
Quantum 90 debit account
plan, any bonus dollars, and
What should I do?
a $10 administrative fee.

More questions? Call University Food Operations 372-2891.

minimum.

Goal tending: Sophomore Angelo Liberturci, who has guarded
the net the last four wins, might
be rested one game this weekend.
Ubertucci's record is 5-2 with a
4.21 goals against average and an
8.61 save percentage. His backup, senior John Burke (0-1, 6.41,
.848), hasn't played in an official
game since his career-high 37
save performance at Michigan on
Oct. 19.
Special Teams: After missing
on their first 15 power-play opportunities, the Falcons (16-47,
.340) have converted 16 of their
last 32 tries. On the other side, BG
is seventh in the league at giving
up the power-play goal, surrendering a goal at close to 30 percent of the time.
THE REDSKINS:
Offense: The Redskins are still
trying to adjust to life without
Craig Fisher and Todd Harkins
(Brett's brother) who left a year
early to play professional hockey.
The Redskins have been outscored 44-30 this season. Junior
winger Ken House (5-8-13), who
has scord all his goals on the
power play, leads the team in
scoring. Freshman forward Stephen Rohr (3-3-6) and sophomore
center Brendan Curley (0-6-6)
also produce for Miami.
Defense: Four veteran blueliners return to the Redskin defense. Senior Jaan I.uik and juniors Robert Fischer, Rhys
Hollyman and tri-captain Steve
Wilson give the Redskins a solid
veteran nucleus.
Goal tending: Junior Mark Midland (1-3, 6.00, .842) was expected to take control of the
reigns this season, but has been
inconsistent thus far. Freshman
Richard Shulmlstra (0-1-1, 3.84,
.849) has played in two games.
Special Teams: Miami's power
play has been unimpressive,
scoring only .219 of the time.
They have scored only seven
power-play goals the entire
season. Miami has had better
success at stopping the powerplay, holding oppoents to only 10
goals in 36 attempts for a .722
clip.
Compiled by The BG News
sports editor Charles Toil

Basketball
team tabbed
for first
After almost every pre-season
men's college basketball publication picked the 1990-91 Bowling Green basketball team as the
one to beat in the Mid-American
Conference, those predictions
were reinforced today by the
media and coaches closest to the
league.
The Falcons, with 11 letterwinners and all five starters returning from last season, were tabbed
as the MAC favorite for the
1990-91 league title.
BG earned first place points on
34 of the 45 ballots cast while collecting 433 points. Eastern Michigan barley nudged out Central
Michigan for the runner-up spot.
Defending champion Ball
State, who advanced to the Sweet
16 on the NCAA Tournament last
season, was picked fifth in the
poll.

NAVY NURSE CORPS.
WE WANT TO START
YOU ON YOUR WAY.
A good foundation is
important for a successful
career.
Thai's where the Navy
Nurse Corps can help.
The Navy provides financial
assistance to meet tuition costs
of bachelor and advanced
nursing degrees. This sets you
on your way to a successful
career in the Navy and
tomorrow's high-tech world.
Navy nurses experience the
finest in personal, professional and financial rewards
including comparable pay, 30
days paid vacation earned
each year, and worldwide
travel.
If your choice is to move up and out in the world, we invite
you to consider the Navy Nurse Corps.
For more information on the Navy Nurse Corps, visit your
Navy Nurse Corps representative or call:

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-338-0275.
A Navy Medical Representative will be on campus
November 13, 1990.

NAVY NURSE KS &2}23.

Iniversilj Union
372-2062

welcome Parents!
Special parents' Dm Hours:

Gifts
Cards
Greek Items
Emblematic Items

■■■■
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Strawberry
C Continued from page 6.
leave."
Mets general manager Frank $15 million over four years. He
Cashen dismissed Strawberry's earned $1.8 million this year.
"The Mets called three to four
loss, vowing the team would rebuild their outfield and be even days ago and said 'this is the best
stronger in a few years.
offer,' he said.
Strawberry was close to sign"I don't say that you can replace that kind of talent over- ing with the Mets in the summer,
night, but I think that we have but said he wanted to negotiate a
enough resources to win without contract after the season ended.
Darryl," he said, "and I think we Asked which team he would've
have a chance to even be a better signed with if the Mets and Dodteam and organization within a gers made identical offers, he
couple of years than if we were said: "The one I'm now with."
with him.
Strawberry said he was glad to
Strawberry sought to receive a
be going back to the place where contract similar to Jose Canseco,
he was born, raised and lives in who signed a five-year, $23.5 milthe offseason. "It's so nice to be lion deal that made him the highest-paid player in baseball histohome."
Strawberry had few kind words ry. Strawberry did not match
for the Mets, who he said offered that, but came close enough to

rank No. 2 on the salary chart.
Strawberry will receive a $1.5
million signing bonus and be paid
$3.5 million in 1991, $3.75 million
in 1992, $3.5 million in 1993, $3 million in 1994 and $5 million in 1995.
"This contract is a major one
for the Dodgers, but Darryl is deserving," Los Angeles general
manager Fred Claire said. "I really feel Darryl's best years are
in front of him."
Claire called Dodgers manager
Tom Lasorda, who is at the
team's spring" training site in
Vero Beach, Fla., shortly after
the deal was agreed at 10:45 p.m.
Wednesday night in Los Angeles.

Z. Continued from page 7.
Entering the match EMU is
tied with the Chippewas for second in the MAC at 4-2 and a 24-2
record overall.
"Eastern has a great record
and are playing well this year,"
Van De Walle said.
The EMU squad boasts some
very valuable MAC talent in
Sherry Anderson, Stacy Graham
andNikkiStubbs.
A former MAC Freshman of the
Year, Anderson is the top returnee for the Hurons and is currently third in assists per game with a
10.93 average.
"(Anderson) is outstanding, I
have a lot of respect for her all
four years and I think she has
done a great job and keeps
Eastern Michigan alive," Van De
Walle said. Stubbs is fourth in hit-

ting percentage, second in kills about their defense.
per game, and second in digs per
"Defense is a big part of the
game among the MAC leaders.
games this weekend and we have
been devoting a lot time to it this
Graham is also among the week." Van De Walle said.
leaders in the MAC, second in hitting percentage, and second in
This isn't the place the Falcons
blocks per game.
or coach Van De Walle expected
to be in at this point of the season,
"When I look at this weekend, but they are going to make the
the offc -.e is going to be an ele- best of their opportunities.
ment thai has to be constant and
we've got to rely on players like
"This is your proverbial all-orLisa, Tammy, Holli, and Julie," none principle. We can have it all
Van De Walle said. "The offense by winning both and getting in the
is something that has to be on this tournament, or we could have
weekend. We don't have a none by losing," Van De Walle
choice."
said. "We are in control of the
The Falcons have been concen- situation as best as we can be, but
trating a great deal on offense in we just have to do what we know
preparation for their two MAC were capable of doing - win
foes, but they haven't forgot both."
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Classifieds
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
7 30 pm
Monday Nov 12

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

DRV DOCK DOUBLE NIQHTERI
TWs weekend 2 tor 1 Fnday Nov 9 from 9-1
am we welcome 2 Jazz Combos for JAZZ
NIGHT Come hear the Sounds of Jazz Also.
Nov 10, from 9-1 am. we welcome and honor
parents as we relive the 50s & 60 s with a genuine "SOCK HOP"1 Students, surprise your
parents with a 50s great time Dry Dock is located in Harshman Quad - Free Admission both
nlghta.

309 Mosely
-clip and save-

PLAN TO ATTEND'
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR
entitled.
"Solving the Career Mystery
You Moid the Cluet"
Tuesday. November 13. 1990. 7 00 - 8:30

ATTENTION WORLD STUDENT ASSN
Remember your group picture on Sun. Nov 11
alSpmatU Hal
ATTENTION ORDER OF OMEGA
Your group photo is Sun . Nov 11st5:30etU.
Hal
Be there!

pm.
Lenhert Grand Ballroom University Union
For mformstion, contact Pam Allen 372-2358

Every Friday at noon, all graduate students
are Invited to a soup and sandwich lunch, donalion.at UCF Center, corner ol Thurstin and
Ridge This Friday Michael Albert. Psychology, will discuss his study of parent's reaction
to their gay or lesbian children.

ATTENTION WHO'S WHO
Group photo • U. Hal ■ 6.45 - Be there*
Attention Latino Student Union'
There wil be a meeting Nov 11 1990 at the
Student Services Building. 2nd floor lounge
Hope lo see you there!

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

ATTENTION SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Meet prospective employers at the annual Job
Fair Seven local school districts will have representshVes waiting to meet students

STUDENTS FOR LIFE
MEETS EACH MONDAY NIOHT
■:00 P.M.
FACULTY LOUNGE, UNIVERSITY UNION
COME AND BE A VOICE
FOR THE V0ICELESS1

• Non-Trsditional Stud Assoc Mealing •
Nov. 14, 11.30 am. 2nd floor Union In the Faculty Lounge
"World Student Association"
Have your name written In Chinese Calllgrephyt Stop by the Union Foyer on Frldsy,
November 0 between 10sm * 3pm. Be sure to
esk for Information sboul this year's international Festlvsll FREE and OPEN TO ALL.
A LA CARTE INTERNATIONAL 1900
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION PRESENTS
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '90.
Teete Exotic snacks and wstch live entertainment from all over the world.
PLACE: EPPLER SOUTH
DATE: SATURDAY, NOV. 17
TIME: 7:30-10:10 PM
TICKETS: 12 DONATION WILL GO TO THE
BG FOOD PANTRY AND THE DAVID SALE
FUND. FOR TICKETS STOP BY Ofl CALL
(372-2279) THE INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE.
411 SOUTH HALL, MON. (NOV. 5) - THURS.
(NOV. S) 9AM - SPM AND FRIDAY (NOV. 9)
9AM - 7PM. TICKETS ARE NOT AVAILABLE
AT THE DOOR.

Refreshments wil be served
Tuesday. Nov. 13 -3.30 to 5 30
Ohio Suite. Union
Sponsored by FAB and SCEC
ATTENTION: FUTURE ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY MATHEMATICS TEACHERS
Come and loin us lor Teacher Talk at the third
BGCTM meeting. The meeting w« be Tuesday.
Nov. 13. at 7:00pm in 133 LS Four creative.
experienced, and "fun" teachers from al levels
(2 El Ed and 2 Sec Ed ) wil present their beat
teaching Ideas and share some of their experiences Bring your questions and be ready lo
get the "reatocoop" on teaching mathematics in
today's schools See you there'

Falcon Sports on WBGU • 88.1 FM
Football - vs Western Michigan Sat 1 00
PMHockey-at Miami Frvday and Sat 7 15 PM
Sport seen a - featuring VoUeybal Sunday 6 00
PM
WBGU - 88 1 FM first In Falcon Sports Action

For the Best in Fantasy and Science Fiction
rotepiaying games visit 222 Education at 6 pm
tonight for the Bowling Green Gaming Society
Meeting For more information call Thomas at
3539996

Volleybai wtl be served up on SPORTSCENE.
SPORTSCENE is on this Sunday at 8pm on
88 1 FM WBGU

Would You Like To
Dunk A BG Cop?
• Free Pizza
• Raffle Items
• Merchant Gift Certificates

Just bring a bag of aluminum
cans to the BG Fire Station
from

. S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

SERVICES OFFERED

VCTO Car Wash
Saturday Nov 10
10-4
at Mid Am Bank

BOWLING GREEN
VERSUS
WESTERN MICHIGAN
1:30 • PERRY FIELD

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.
I/I

S.O.L.D. Presents October's . . .
Outstanding Student Leader of the Month

Center For Choice II
Confidential Hearth Care
for Women by Women
• Free Pregnancy Tests
• Abortions Thru I 7 Weeks
' Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
18 N Huron. Toledo OH • 255-7789
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests a supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center 0 354HOPE

Typing $1 50 per page 354-0371

PERSONALS
• • • Jane McElroy ■ ■ ■
The Siaters ot Chi Omega would Ska
to congratulate you on your lavasenng to Lambda Ct» Alpha Ryan Sparks
Who says there's no such thing as s trse
lunch? If you're willing to display your talents (en. comedy, music, magic, etc.) tor 30
mlnutea to an hour, we'll buy your lunch at
the Bowl 'N Greenery For more Information.
call shell, at 2-2573 or 8273. Please respond
by Tueadsy. November 20 ■ llmlled spot.
avsllsblel
Audition, tonlghl!
Stsr Hunt 13*0
TslentShow
Auditions tonight
from 8 - 10pm m the Amen!"
Show that you have what It
take* to be a STARi

WAITERS t WAITRESSES NEEDED al the
Toledo Comedy Club For more info cal Aeen
or Enck 885 8828

continued on p. 10

440 E. Court 352-9638
945 S. Main 352.7S71I

* Club Pizza •
Turkey, Ham, Bacon, lettuce, tomato,
special sauce & two cheeses

FALL SPECIAL

10 Visits only $20.00

COUPONS WORTH CLIPPING

^.OO

(with Ihis ad until 11/25/90)

Offer Good at all
3 Locations

CaJ352-3987 fromSam to 9pm

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
PAGLIAIS

THE
TANNING
CENTER

* 143 N. Wooster
* 248 N. Main
* 993 S. Main
Your Tanning Professionals
Since 1980

Sponsored by:
Sigma Chi & Bowling Green Fire Department

Lost CZ nng m Woostei Thurstm area Ipossibly m Foundersl on the eve of 10'29 Sentimental value It found please cat 372-3332.
Lofl

FOLGER SPEAKS ABOUT CHOICE;
ARE WE KILLING A GENERATION?
Find Out: November 14. 7:00pm
Assembly Room of McFall Center

DO YOU HAVE YOUR
FOOTBALL TICKETS
FOR MOM & DAD?

12 noon - 5 pm Sun, Nov. 11
to benefit Burned Children

FOUND: Young black lab puppy near S Enter
pnae and Palmer Can to claim 352-7968 or
354 8079

Saudi Arabia Support group meeting Wood
County Courthouse - 5th floor • commissioners
Hearing Room Nov 14. 7 30

PARENT'S DAY
IS TOMORROW!

DIET ANALYSIS
SPONSORED BY: NUTRITION 1 FOODS
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
WED.: NOV 7TH, UNION FOYER
THURS I FRI: NOV OTH19TH, REC CENTER
II-4 PM.

Found Young Calico cat near Charing Croaa
Apts S Mam Ca» 364-8275

PSTCMICFAIR
Fun a lascmation at the BG
Hosday Inn on November 18,
11 am-6pm Wonderful merchandise
A/ea's top psychics wHt answer
ques on health, career, romance etc
S7 00for 15mm SI admission
Public Welcome Call 4992310

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Ratee With Accuracy

LOST & FOUND
•Mlealng Camera To Whomever "Borrowed ' my 35 mm. Automatic Yasrvca Camera trom Coonne s Hatoween
parry on Saturday ■ F ease return It No ques
tons asked" REWARD" CsU
Tony si
372-8381

PHI ETA SIGMA REMINDER
Current members the $2 refundable
reeervstton deposits tor the fan
banquet are due Fn Nov 9
Eligible members due? and registration
sfcpa are due Fn Nov 9

First Annual General Graf 10k
Benefit Run tor Cancer
Nov 10 9:00 am in front of the BG Armory,
212 E
Wooater
$10 00 entrance lee
353-8821 lor details

Phi Alpha Delta - Pre-Law Fraternity
Monday. November 12
7.30 pm 101 BA
Everyone Welcome!

CALL NOW
for you
Senior picture appointment
It's only S6 to gel your picture
taken and get It in the yearbook.
We're scheduling appointments now.
so eel the KEY Office
st 372-8086

PHI ETA SIGMA ELECTIONS
You may quality lor an officer position Pick up
an application for details Applications avaeeWe
tromNovember 12to ISoutskM310BA

Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items 1 20
A '10 90 value
sup i_- ii .*.!
Free can of pop
W/ purchase of any
7* sub

•4.25
Any 10" inch
with two Items
Extra Items 70"
A '5 50 value
'•Mi 1-r ll-OO

Free cup of Soup
w- purchase of any
large salad
r-*p 12 II in

s BX

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
530 E. Wooster
353-7732

BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF BGSU
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
Books and Sweatshirts Going on Sale
NOW!

Jennifer Swedlow

Student Council For Exceptional Children
STUDENT LEADERS OF THE MONTH
Amy Lechko
UAA

David Craft
Purchasing Club
Nlkkl Geha

WELCOME PARENTS!

Molly Null
Poramerellei

P.A.R.T.Y.
Dionna Hoelscher
University Ambassadors

Nicky Pohlmann
Alpha Lambda Delta

Aida Idlaquez
Latino Student Union

Rob Wagner

STORE HOURS
Monday - Friday 9:00-5:30
Saturday 9:00-5:00
Sunday 11:00-3:00

We're SOLD on Leadership
S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.

S.O.L.D.
*

lO
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' Kappa Kidnap •
Hay Pledge educators • gat raady lo ba Udnappad by Kappa ptadgaa on Sun Nov is wa
your chaptar put up ranaom monay for your
ulllllf Hopa So' Procaada banafH campua
ea«^ service a M»yiayFoun<JeaYjn

continued from p.9

IrHUnMM K
"Wei send you anywhere''

A Cut Above Hex studw
141 W Wooeter ' 354 9633
A Cut Abova rna Raat"i
Mormon ma ad t receive $2 00 off any ser

Ml 0050

vice
ALL EDUCATION MAJOfAS planning as STU0€HT TEACH FAIL SEMESTER IHI am r»
quUad to attend a Ugrvup meeting. Tuaaday.
Nov IMi to lha Alumni Room at tha Union.
Attend ONE of Ma following: I 30: s 30,
<•:$•: 11:10:1:10; 2:M: 3:M; or 4:10.

TenksMII
Hunt ittt
AudBone sanxght
fiuni 8 • 1Opm In me Amaral!
Show tratf you have what *
sake* lo be a STAR'

APPEARtNO AT DRY DOCK
ComadKna' Yaa. comady at rl> fneet Nov 17
- Raaarva your apaca (by Anandlng) lor
COMEDY NIGHT Nov 17. 1990' Laugh Iha
night away
A/a you Intaraatad In a unique sxpertence
atudylng povarly In Waahlngton, DC during
Spring Ireek?
You can earn 3 hours crsrjt In Ethnic Sludtoa'
For rnora toformanon cal »352 7534

AudMoni ToMgMII
KarMiMIHO
*
TaseMShow
Audmons lorwjnt
from 6- lOpmlnlheAmanl''
Show mat you have whet «
takee lo be a STAR"

DRY DOCK DOUBLE NIOHTEA'
The) assksnd 2 tor 1 Friday Nov 9 from 9 1
am wa watcome 2 Jazz Combos for JAZZ
NIGHT Coma hear tha Sounds of Jazz Also.
Nov 10, from 0-1 am wa welcome A honor
parents as wa reave the 50 e a 60 s wan a gen
i*na "SOCK HOP"! Students surprise your
parents withe 50s graat ame Dry Dock Is located In Harshman Quad - Free AdmteaxHi both
nights
OZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ
The Sailers ot Delta Zela would Hke to Conoretu
ate Sheeey Parks on her engagement to Ba
Dssgan
FMmloSevtngawlthanltSMPS.2i
Conlact Microcompular Buying Services
For further details cal 372- 7 724
Free! Fraat Free' AH you need Is s nlW IDI
Hare UFO's visited Earth? Whal do you believe? Coma and decide for yourself whan
UAO sponsors Robert Hastings - s well
known UFO investigator Tha lecture will take
place Monde,. Nov 12 at I pm In tha Qrand
Ballroom
GET OUT OF TOWN

1.0 8.U. UOODarOwtLE
This week Nov 6thNov 8th
10 4 Grand Bolroom
Pleeee donate and
give Iha gift of ma

Audition. Tonight!!
Mar Hunt ISM

Study in Franca next yeer
BGSU credit. BGSU lees
Open to an majors
Information meeting
Thursday. 11-15. 700PM
French House

■EAT WESTERN MtCHIOAN
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL
TOMORROW 1:10 P.M.

Auonons lomghi
from 8- lOpmintheAmenl!'
Snow that you have whet«
lakes lo 0* • STAR'

Star Hunt 1M0
TAL£NTSHOW
Do you hmvm what il takes
Auditions Nov 6A9
8-10pminthoAmeni
Sponsorod by USQ
• -KIMMAIIN " •
CongrMuWWna on your recent Isvekenng to
OMI Michigan Pt» Delt !M Bartlerl
Qood Luck • Here's to antoher four yMra'
Love. Your Roommate

Happy 21 si Birthday
MlkaBrogan

BEST OF LOCK TO ALL FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY MEMBERS RUNNING FOR OFFICES IN IFC AND PANHELLENtC COUNCILS
SIGMA KAPPA

I never dreamed that whan we spent your
11th Birthday together, we'd also celebrate
your 21 at together. I hopa you birthday Is ss
special as you sre to ma.
Leal, Krlsta

BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
BGSU BLOOOMOBUE
BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
Nov. SMI - No* Mh (IMS weak)
10 4 Grand Balroom
BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
BGSU BLOOOMOBILE

HAVE YOU SEEN BETH RUT0ER8 TODAY?
If you have, stop and congratulate her on her
long ewarted A much anticipated engagement ot
SAE Andy Connety' You Chl-O sisters wish
you both much happiness m the future'

BIG Shannon.
Thanks for tha tuck-In
It was s fantasy coma true
Lova your Ittia.

Help' ■ am desperately in search ot one female
roommate lor second semester Rent and utilities are reatrvety inexpensive. Location a close
to campus • North Enterprise For more informseon. ca" Michele st 354-5898 (Don! be afraid
so leave a massage on the machine)
Hey3t3Li
You guys are wonderful'
Thanks lor the fun
Lova.
laPS Don't you forget about me!

Chl-O • DianaProheaka • Chl-O
Congratutationa on baing satoctad
PubacRy Craw for NMPC Cabinet
Lova, Your Chl-O Siatara

*11 • JIM AIT* II •
Hay. you're finely 21 ■
Sorry about your luck'
Dan w« ba coming.
to you II gat a good
maal
If you drink too much,
you re gonna gat aide
And Dan wU attack you
wWi Ma graal big
shoe
n WHAT 7? Happy 2 HI"
Wa Lova Youl Lova. your Roomlaa.
Hall Ptnt. Soccer Buddy A The Moanar

Dalta Sigma Pi Utlto Molen* Martin
Qood Luck at Group Reviaws Sunday
I'm vary proud of you You're doing
graal Kaap up Iha graat work'
Lova your Big . Tracts

MEYPOMMERETTESII
GET PSYCHED FOR SOME HANKY PANKY
TOMMOROW! GOOO LUCKi
love. V. Moty, Glna. and Angela

Did You know? Planned Parethood received
130 mxeon m your lax money for funds which
Indirectly subsidized abortion related activhes

•11 •JEMAtT'If
The BIG DAY la FINALLY HE RE'!
I hopa It's everything you
dteemodit would bal
Happy Birthday Gatrrtand!
Luv ya. Lorl laka Muffyl

DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 credit hours with
tha live week Summer Study Program In
Franca Classes are In English Dr Charles R
Chlraa. Director of the Intemstlonsl Programs m
Business w* ta* In Iha mlo meeting on Wad
Nov 14 at S 00 PM in BAA 1008

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS
NEEDED APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER BY
NOVEMBER 15.1990 WRESTLING EXPERILNCt. REQUIRED
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MENS WRESTLING • NOV 28; MENS A
WOMEN S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV
29 ALL ENTRIES OUE BY 4:00 pm ON DUE
DATE

JeneMroHeao my fnend (fee weekend wfl snd
Your status ol unoarsga
Saturday you re 21 and boy
War* gonna hava some fun
Oan w* ba hara. soma BMttonite* too
Al to say Happy Birthday to-you
So drink H up cuz you dont hava to work
Just maka surs you wash your tscs ■
Happy 21st Roomia1
Lova ys. Kal-Kal Coot J
JsnrWfer "Chnst" AJtToday ts your 21 st Birthday
Drink up ss much ss you oan
Avoid psychos ska Mr Ed and Aba
And oat psyched for gifts snd Dan'
Happy 21 si Balhday'
Lova • Wendy K (IAP)

You are s terrific roomie'
We are gonna have s bleat

m

Its Friday and I'm not there
Soon to be Sunday.
Whal can I aey?
Tuesday w* soon come
Than wB begin the lun
of s Belated Birthday Celebration)'

Sorry I can'l be t>ve
Lova. Jan
More Than A Tow...
Be a Host for an outstanding High School
Senior Help the Urvderg/aduste Alumni Association show s prospective student about
BGSU Appfccatvons available at Meetl AlurnM
Canter; Residence Haft Front Desks, and The
Office of Admtssions Deadline. Nov. 12. Questions? Contact Jenny Harraman st the UAA Office 2 8849

Welcomes
Al Parents to BGSU
lor Parents Weekend'
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
NATIOANL LEADERSHIP HONORARY
Are you e leader-* are you in the top 35% of you
class? Then you are ebgible to apply lo BGSU s
chapter of this honorary Appttciatrona are available m 405 Student Services and the UAO Office (3rd floor Union) November 5-18. H you
have any questions or concerns please contact
Cyndi (2-3507) or SheKi (2-4895)
ORDER OF OMEGA
Whal Required Meeting
Who: Al Members
When: Nov. 11 at 5:15
Where Steps Inside University Hal
Wear you letters for Key picture
ORDER OF OMEGA

See us for B.G.S.U. Souvenirs
Back Packs
B.G.S.U. T-Shirts
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts
Pennants
B.G.S.U. Children's Shirts
Stadium Blankets
Stadium Seat Cushions
B.G.S.U. Ornaments
Falcon Hats
B.G.S.U. Mugs
Umbrellas
B.G.S.U. Glassware
B.G.S.U Decals
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise

PARENTS WEEK SALE
at the Student Rec Canter Pro Shop 15% off
everything, Nov 8-11 Soccer shorts, sanitary
shorts. Russel sweats, tights, swimaults. and
morel
PHI ETA SIGMA REMINDER
Currant members: The $2 00 refundable reaervation deposits fro the fail banquet sre due
Friday. November 9. Eligible members: Due*
and registration slips sre due Friday. November
9
PI Kapp Todd Hageman PI Kspp
Congratulations "Sammy" for making Push
America Team. The Brothers of PI Kappa Phi
sre excited for you"
Pushtharts
Even though Pueh Week is over Pi Kappa Ph!
sM has shirts for sale Only $7 00 For
the hottest shirts in town
Cal Brad at 2-3930
SAE ' Chi-O * Dawn Hartman ' Chi-0 • SAE
Congxalulations on your lavalering to SAE Kevin O'Brien!
Love, your Chi-O Sislers

Needed one lemale to lease Vaage Green apt
for Spnng Semester Rant and electricity Cal

WELCOME MOM 1 DA0I
COME TO THE LAST FALCON
FOOTBALL GAME OF THE YEAR
TOMORROW 1:30 - ONLY U
What do you Bsllsus? Haas UFO's visited
Earth? Coma and decide lor yourself when
UAO sponsors Robert Hastings ■ s well
known UFO in.esilgalo. tha lecture will laka
place Monday, No*. 12 at • pm In Iha Grand
Ballroom Free arflh a valid IDI
SAE • DG
The Brothers of Sigma AJphs Epoeon would eke
10 congratulate Brett Kmttle on his recent pmrang to Jen Slack of Delta Gamma

SAE -X0
The Brothers of Sigma AJphs Epsiton would ake
to congratulate Kevin S O'Brien on las recant
lavakerlng to Dawn Hartman of Chi Omega
SAE' XO
SEASON FINALE
BOWLING GREEN V WESTERN MICH
1:30 PERRY FIELD
SENIOR FAREWELL TOMORROWI
LAST FALCON FOOTBALL GAME OF
THE SEASON IS TOMORROW
1:30 PERRY FIELD
SfOEP
Brother of the Week
Geofl Haleey

■■

Athlete of the Week
Tony Fedor and
The Cross-Country Team

SKJEP
Brother of the Month
Jeeon Gerard

SKlEPSAMatZ:
It's Parents Weekend1
Have Fun With Mom and Dad1

SKI EP • KAPPA
Congratulations Walt Ralph on your recentlavataring to Kappa Mary McManamon The Brothers ot
Sigma Phi Epaaon

SPRING SEMESTER tenets roommate
needed) Close to campus! SISOfmo. Call
soon 352-2555!
WANTED - Male/Female rmte Second a Elm.
S165/mo Cal 352 4545 leave message

WanleO

Addressers wanted immediately' No experience necessary Excellent pay' Work at home
Cal toe-tree 1-800-395-3283
Business Students A Entrepreneurs
Earn S6.000-S 10.000 next summer (averaging $7200) while gaining a possible internship.
buarjng your resume, and receiving valuable
post-graduate experience TASP International
Is looking for highly motivated students to fill
Management positions across Ohio, particularly
In Toledo, Dayton. Cleveland, snd Akron. For
more information cal Gregg Merians al
1-8O0- 543-3792
Casey's Hamburgers A Yogurt Is luring Flexible
hours snd a fun place to work 1025 N Main
352-9113
CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and crulssahip jobs
Cal 1-805-882 7555exl F-1658
Energetic Individual to live a travel with professional famay for one year starting m January
Kids preler s Mary Poppins A truly unique experience 2 years college preferred. Please
Ca»[419l874-212l
No Telemarketing
Dietnct office of international firm has tuH and
part-time openings $8 00 to start Cal work
around school or work schedule AASP scrtol• Cal now 382-1080
WHY WAIT?
LINE UP THAT SUMMER JOB NOWII
LIFEGUARDS - $4 SO/Hr all shifts
HEAD UFEGUARD - Salary comm w/exp
(no living accom avaaabte)
Contact:
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua. Ohio 44255
5829100 or 1 800-344-9644
(near Sea World ol OtUol

FOR SALE
1980 Pkilo $500 OBO vary reliable
354 7697

SKI FOR FREE or FUN IN THE SUN Organize
a group of friends snd more. Fro More InlormnPonCal 1-800 523 0710
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
48 ft Luxury Yachts
Groups Of 6108
Sevan Days Barefoot Sailing The Bahamas
$488 00 each Includes Private Cabm a Meaia
SPRINGBREAK HOTUNE
i-eoo-ggg-7245
Student Legal Sarvtcee
Now accepting applications for new
organizations - Cal 2-2951
STUDENT REC CENTER PRO SHOP
Parents Week Sale. 1SK off everything Nov. 8
- 11 Soccer shorts, sanitary shorts, Russell
sweats, tights, swrmsults and morel
SUBLEASE NEEDED.
Available at FOX RUN apartments for Spring
and/or Summer Cos Karen 353-9211.
The Brothers ol PI Kappa Phi would ake
lo thank the Phi Mu's lor a fun
"dating germ". Wa hope all the tucky
couples have fun.
Tha Brothers of PI Kappa Phi

THsTTACHI
Brother of the Week
Jeremy Oyen A Greg Trad
Car»nel Member of me Week
Jeeon Zitney
Athlete of tne Week
THETA CHI
UFO'S? Han an this Earth? Whal do you baUave? UAO Is sponsoring a well known UFO
kiveetlgatsr, Robert Hexing., fa epeek on
IMa leeue. The lectrue »M take piece Monday. No. 12 at • pm In the Qrand BaHroem.
Free wKh s nHd 101

byJonn Boissy

Roommate needed for large house across from
Kohl, no uttmes. own room Free Wstertjed
Tom 354-7385

HELP WANTED

WANTED

fatman

Nonsmoking female roommate needed for
Spring semester Very close to campus Own
Bedroom Cal 354-6881

SAE ' PHI MU
The brothers of Sigma Alpha EpsHon
would 1*8 to congratulate Aaron Marlon on his
recant lavskarmg lo Tonya Paaskl ol Phi Mu
SAE " PHI MU

Thela Chi DZ Theta Chi DZ Theta Chi DZ
OeHe ZeUwoukf like to thank tha brothers of
Theta CM for an their heap in pfenning next
weeks Voileybell Tournament.
Thau Chi DZ Theta Chi DZ Theta Ch. 0Z

Conveniently Located On Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Regular Hours
8:006:00 Mon.-Thurs. 8:00-5:00 Fri. 9:00-5:00 Sat.

NO DEPOSIT"
One Female needed to sublease apt spring
semester Right across from campus Please
call Sharon 352 8467

Nonsmoking female to sublease spacious apt
for Spring Semester Own bedroom and bath
Cal 352-5229 fevenigns or leave message )

Tha Sisters of Gsmms Phi Beta would ake to
congratutateJenet Edly and Chuck Borton on
their Oamma PM - PI Ksppa Phi lavallerlng.

University Bookstore

354 8699

ME* 00

The sIsTera ol Alpha Gemma Dells wish
everyone a FUN PARENT'S WEEKEND!

Open Parents Day 9:00 - 5:30

MALE ROOMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
OWN BEDROOM, FREE UTILITIES, NEAR
CAaa?U8l CALL. ANOY NOW AT 354 8547

SOLD Leeoerahlp Tip of the Wee*
"The future belongs to those who bt^v9 In the
beauty of their dreams "
Author Unknown
Student Organization Leadership Development
We're S O L 0 on Leadership'

Order of Omega would like to wish the best of
luck to al Penhel snd IFC Cantdstes

Pacooti
Best of luck on Monday' I know you w« do
great1 Thank you so much for everything this
paat week. You're the best1
Love. LTW

HELP! My roomie needs a roomie Suoteaser
needed for Spnng Semester Great Deal Negotiable rent Very close to campus Cal Soon*
354 6484
^^

NEED 2 MALES TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER 2 BEDROOM APT . CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CHEAP RENT CALL 354-8571.
ASK FOR MICHELLE OR TERESSA

ORDER OF OMEOA
What Required Meeting
Who Al Members
When Nov 11 at 5 15
Where: Stapa inside University Hal
Wear you letters tor Key picutre
ORDER OF OMEQA

P.X • You are an outstanding person snd atiV
iete-from day one you hava made tha nsoat
out of your col lags career-Tin so proud ol
you! Ooodiuck In your final earns! Lova,
Karen

Female roommated wanted for Spnng Semes
ter Very ctoae lo campus S150/month Can
Jen 353-9274 ot Nikki 352 8004

naaam and Amy ■ Welcome lo BG'
Mom. Oao. I Qranomammy . You loo'
Lova. Jennifer

Mortar Board

OSEA Meeting
Wed .Nov 14 at 9:00 pm in 115 Ed 'Parental
Concerns In Tha Classroom"

Welcome Parents!

• 4 or not - rt'a Aneay tmn*
Yee. you and ma together for one year
Thank you for being pan of the
Beat year of my Ma'
You're the Greet eel1
I love you more than words can say'
Happy One Year Anmveraaryl
I Lev* You.
Jeff

1 Mais Non-Smoking lo subMass room at
Vega Green Apts Cal Jim 383-8070
3 needed to eutyaase houee for Spring S114/
parson - own bedroom - dose to campus cal
354-4457
ATTENTION 828 East Marry Apt tor suOteoaIng ol Spring 1991 for 3 or 4 people Cal
384-8383
rernala rmte needed to sublease vaage Green
Apt lor spring lamsstsr Only $170V month
pkjseiectnc Cal 354 8284
Female Roommate needed lo liallssis apartment doae to campus for Spring g 1 For more
.■formation cal Barb al 353-5270
ramass Ikmrnmaes needed lo sub leeae Spring
Samealar. Own bedroom, own bathroom, reefy
race
naaaonaMe. CH 384-8470
FEMALE roommate wanted for Spring SemeeMr or Spnhg and Summer VERY CLOM TO
CAMPUSI Cal Laura at 384-7318 (LaaM

'I

Cal

Computer lor sale AT 286 Compatible Loaded
14" color BOA 40 mg harddrrve UnamKed
telephone support 1 year warranty Dealer
fnendly computer $1 199 00 CMI435 4433
For Sale 4 Marie Osmond Parents Day Tickets
(Cheap) Cal 354-8896.
IBM AT Convpsttble. 2 MB RAM. 42 MB hard
drive, modem, SVGA color monitor, 61/4" and
3 1/2" floppy drives, mouse Warranty, 1 yr
ok) 354 7223 best offer
Mens Schwtnn Bike
Good for around campus!
Only $25 cal 354-6872
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4-whiilin.
motor homes, by FBI. IRS. OEA Avaaabte your
arse now Call 1-805-882-7555 Ext C-2804.

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apts.
Immediate Occupancy
352-7454 or 823-7555
g a 12 month laasss/iamasler leases
1 and 2 Bdrm Apts Available lor
Immediate Occupancy
RE. MANAGEMENT
11J RAILROAD STREET
(Next to Kinko's)

382-9302
2 or 3 Roommates needed, cheap rent Great
location 383-7151
Apartment tor Rent
Cal 473-2099. please leave message
Female Roommate needed tor Spring Semester
1991. Close to campua Contact Tern or Kale
at 353 7607
Fum. - Etflc - UN - Fum - Except Elec - E
Even - 889-3038
HAVE YOU HEARD ft?
RE MANAGEMENT
has Ha flyer ready lor tha
1 Ml-92 School Year
ready and waning for you lo pick up!
STOPINTOOAYIM!
II 3 Rear oed Street
(Next to Kinko's)
,352 9302
Have your own apartment. 1 bedroom, close to
campua. $280.00 par month. Cal MIKE
352-2539. teeve message
Help! My roommate a I are greduahng In Dae
Rant our apartment for spring semester Great
locaaon Cheap rant.
Cal Gina or Wendy 354-8780
Needed - One female Roommate Jan 1. '91
Two bedroom 1 53 mo Cal Karen 354 7519
Mce 1 bedroom apt for Spring eubleaaa Can
move m after Dec 20th Rent $310.month No
security deposit 352-7738
One bedroom apartment at 215 N Prospect,
with garage Ideal location - across from Court
houee Cal 1-833-3738.
One female roommate needed. Available ImmerJaaery Cioee to campus, rsaaonabls, pay only
electric Cal anytime 384-7687
Your own room $125 00/momh
1 back, from campus. 2 from Main.
382-4722 Kan
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BG Celebs
Pick Supreme
Pizza
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Lumley Climbs
"Twin Peaks"
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lngld«r/John Pone

MILES OF SMILES
Modern Day Hobo Marches On
Page 5
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From Inside The Insider
This past Monday Natalie Merchant and 10,000 Maniacs sang
"Hey Jack Kerouac" at Anderson
Arena. This song could well be
used as the rallying cry of Paul
Handy — a modern day hobo
from Apache Junetion^Vriz
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On his various travels In the
land of the free and home of the
brave. Handy claims he has seen
every major city In America —
and he got to his destinations on
foot. Last week managing editor
Shelley Banks caught up with
Handy when he stopped for a
brief respite here In BG. So put on
your walking shoes and take a
hike with a man who has seen
the best and worst America has
to offer at ground zero. The adventure begins on page five.

John Potter

1

Tim Mechley
Bill Newsteod
Renee Parker
Darnck Ross
Jan Stubbs
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For all you esoteric boob tube
addicts In Falconland. film critic
Brian Lumley delves deep Into
the mystery surrounding the
death of Laura Palmer on the
much-heralded TV series "Twin
Peaks." His guess Is as good as
yours, but it might be better because he writes for us. Tune In on
page six.

And our much harrassed big
kahuna has given this week and
contributed a theater review to
these humble pages. That's right
folks Dennis Robaugh himself
has returned to the misbegotten
realm of BG Journalism. This kind
of thing doesn't happen that
And what college publication
would be complete without a fea- often so make sure you take note
ture on pizza, that most perfect of of the sighting on page seven.
God's foods which fills the bellies
You keep a knockln', so we'll
f frat-rats and peace freaks
let you In.
alike.

Nancy Nelson

Advertising Manager:

That Esposito guy chronicles
the first annual People Pizza
Choice Awards on page three.
Grab your pitchers and enjoy.

G BACK

Readers are Invited to write to The Insider
magazine at 210 West Hall, Bowling Green State
University. Bowling Green. Ohio, 43403 to tell
us off or pat us on the back (whatever the situation merits).
Anyone Interested In working for The Insider
as a writer, artist or photographer should call
372-6967.

Submissions of short fiction (five typewriter
pages maximum unless other arrangements are
made) are encouraged.
The Insider editors welcome any and all submissions for publication. Unless arrangements
are made by the author to have the material returned, all submissions become the property of
The Insider

SIGN UP FOLKS: BG clubs of the future
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
WE'D LIKE TO SEE - THIS
WORLD IS CRUEL AND OUR
TIME IS SHORT.
FWP (Fashion Without Pretense)
Vastly underrated club consisting
of style-conscious young adults
who delight In wearing the hip
fashions of the 1960s while
thankfully refusing to carry
around the outdated political
baggage which usually accompanies their dress code.
Club Song : "Dedicated Follower of Fashion" by the Kinks.
We Sing For Fun
Ever-growing bunch comprised
of Music ed/comp/perf majors
who enjoy what they're doing
and refuse to look somber while
cramming for their WAM exams
In the Listening Center on the 3rd
floor of the library. Must be able
to speak about their field of study
for five minutes without using
the word "Incredible." Bonus
points for not dressing like a
business major.
Club Song: "Joy To The World"
by Three Dog Night
TAG JL (Transitional Artists Guild of Jerome Library)

Elbow
to the

Face
0TJ

Frank Esposito
Near religious sub-cult whose
sole purpose Is to alter crude
sexual drawings found In any
number of study carrots at Jerome Library Into caricatures of
obscure deceased Hollywood
actors - i.e. Scatman Crothers, Sal
Mlnco. Jack Soo, Fatty Arbuckle.
Extra holiness Is bestowed upon
the divine soul who can turn two
crotch shots Into Lome Greene
and Dan Blocker of "Bonanza"
fame, (only half credit If Michael
Landon must be Included) High
priest candidates must be able to

turn obscene Imperatives and/or
Greek letters Into the 23rd Psalm.
Club Song : "Pablo Picasso" by
Burning Sensation
Freshman Pessimists
Traditionally, one of BG's more
popular and esoteric organizations. Inductees must profess a
generally morbid world view and
an Intense cultural hatred for the
campus they have occupied for
less than three months. Dark
clothing and pointless, violent
debate with uninterested English
112 Instructors are encouraged.
Despite the restrictive nature of
the club's name, membership ts
allowed to last Into the second
semester of the sophomore year.
Club Song: "Somedays Everything Goes Wrong" by Sammy
Davis, Jr.

the purpose of the whole thing.
Club Song: "Photograph" by
Def Leppard

CWFF (Chicks With Fake
Faces)

Girls-only club (sorority or otherwise) whose facial structure
has been so completely altered
by extensive use of beautyenhancing products that their
skin gives off an eerie, pale, artificial glow when In contact with
direct sunlight. Advanced members can boast of having zits that
don't look quite real. Still-legal
hazing practices Include bobbing
for eyeliner (the thick, dark kind)
In a vat of cover-up. Note that
ghost-white progressive chicks
are unfortunately denied membership for the naturalness of
their pallor and for resembling
DSOP (Dorm Smutlords On the Cure's Robert Smith more
Parade)
than Elvira, Mistress of the Dark.
Rarefied contingent whose dream
Club Song: "Beta Lugosl's
landscape features softcore porn Dead" by Bauhaus
photos affixed to every square
MILLER KII.LERS
Inch of their door. Pledges must
find at least four beer ads with
Organization comprised mainly
partial frontal nudity or two saof revolutionary sociology majors
domasochistic phone sex ads.
Intent on finding out If drunken
Points deducted for stupid patrio- parties can exist without the
tic slogans, which kind of defeat
presence of The Sieve Miller

Band Greatest Hits: 1974-78. Potential members must be able to
provide their own copies of
Sever Mind The Bollocks... Here s
The Sex Pistols and Public Enemy's It Takes A Nation Of Millions To Hold Us Back Lifetime
membership Is guaranteed to any
novice who can produce any ParIlament/Funkadellc record or a
12" dance mix of Elvis' "Bossa
Nova Baby."

CRCU (Cryptic Rock Critics
Union)
Ultra-exclusive clique with a few,
proud members who live to play
air guitar, dream of bold, artistic
statements, write bubblegum
anthems, and blind their readers
with acrobatic wordplay. When I
said ultra-exclusive, I meant it.
Club Song: "Attitude" by the
Replacements
In a better world...

Frank Esposito s column appears
every other week inThe Insider.
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Mark's is
the best
of bunch
by Frank Eipoiito
assistant editor

The air was tense with anticipation and tomato sauce at Lenhart Grand Ballroom Wednesday
evening. A crowd of 75 University students had gathered to watch
nine celebrity Judges determine
the fates of eight pizza emporiums in The BG News People's
Pizza Choice Awards.
THE CONTESTANTS - Domino's, Pizza Hut, Pollyeyes,
Marco's, Pizza Outlet (University
Union), Quarters, Mark's and
Pisanello's.
THE JUDGES — ED MILLER,
Mayor of Bowling Green: DENISE
VAN DE WALLE, head coach,
women's volleyball team: GREG
DECRANE, assistant vicepresident. Student Services;
MATT RUCHTY, right wing,
hockey; KATIE MCNULTY.
center, women's basketball team;
ANDREA TANNER, editor, The
Obsidian, GREG KIRBABAS,
winner, pizza essay contest; ANDRE GACCETTA, winner, pizza
essay contest; RUSSELL LEANZA.
walk-In Judge.
The pizzas were Judged in four
categories i Best Overall (texture,
flavor and color). Best Sauce,
Best Crust and Best Specialty.
With 32 samples of pizza to
taste, the Judges had quite a culinary task ahead of them. A
majority of the Judges felt that the
sauce was the hardest to Judge.
"(The sauces) are all pretty

Doctor Dave cruises the boulevards
of BG with a little travelin' music
by Dave Baskind
College ol Musical Kno

in the event in 1983.
Three of the Judges had the distinct advantage of Italian ancestry. Gaccetta and Leanza were
both 100 percent Italian, while
Van De Walle was 50 percent.
"As far as flavor goes, they're
so much alike. They have a lot of
the same toppings." Gaccetta ,
said.
When the haze of cheese, pepperonl and sausage had cleared,
the Judges' choice was obvious.
Mark's was the Best Overall pizza
in Bowling Green.
Judges' comments on Mark's
Included "perfect texture," "good
crust" and "excellent, creative
specialty pizza." Pisanello's,
Marco's and Pizza Hut shared
Insider/Stephanie Lewis honorable mention honors as the
Mayor Miller throws down some pizza. Best Overall.
In other categories, Marco's
similar," Ruchty said. "Nothing
won Best Sauce with Pisanello's
really stands out. Some (sauces)
and Pizza Hut snagging honoraare spicy, some are blah. I
ble mention. Mark's added anthought I'd be able to tell where
other win In the Best Crust catethey came from, but I can't."
gory with Pizza Hut once again
Tanner was rather outspoken
getting honorable mention. FinalIn critiquing the pizzas. "I'm surly, there was a four-way tie for
prised some of these taste as bad
Best Specialty between Domino's,
as they do," she said.
Marco's, Pizza Outlet and PisanelShe also described one of the
lo's. Pollyeyes earned honorable
entries as tasting "like the Elmention.
mer's glue I used to eat In kinderRuchty and McNulty both had
garten — kind of chewy, kind of
simple philosophies about Judggross."
ing.
Midway through the contest,
"I mean, If it looks edible,
Marty Wilson, an employee of
you'll want to eat more," McNulty
Pisanello's. broke the tension by
said.
displaying his dough-tossing
"As long as It doesn't have
skills. Wilson was state champion eyes. It's OK." Ruchty added.
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■ See Dr. Dave, page 6.

parents of students
& students, invited
to a genuine Sock
Hop
Nov 10
1990
from 9 1

come
relive the
50's & 60's

with us!
no admission - Free
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I have some unhappy
news to report to loyal fans
of "Dr. Dave's Incredible
College of Musical Knowledge." It appears that, barring some unforeseen circumstances. Nurse Schmidt
has had her license to practice medicinal muslcology
revoked, unless the situation changes (and some explanations are given and
fan mall and soothing back
rubs are received). Nurse
Merker will help our students on an Interim basis.
Dr. Dave was pleased to
see even more entries this
week. Keep up the good
work, class. This week's

winner was Lisa Goldberg.
Here are all of the correct
answers for last week's
'doubles' quiz:
1. Bryan Adams or Warrant
2. Bobby Brown or Cheap
Trick
3. Alice Cooper or Bell
Blv DeVoe
4. Fleetwood Mac or Starship
5. Tesla or the Cure
6. Kool & the Gang or
New Kids on the Block
7. Cher or Taylor Dayne
8. John Cougar or Bryan
Adams
9. Moving Pictures or
Kenny Rogers
10. Cliff Richard or OMD
THIS WEEK "DR. DAVE'S
INCREDIBLE COLLEGE OF

flrtewo
You few,
Klf m,i
f» MSNitl

Co

HOME

THE PHEASANT ROOM
offers a
SCINDAY BUFFET
All you can eat
only $5.95

located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted

Don'i miss our Thanksgiving Buffel
Sunday November IH.
Call lor reservations.
12 - 2 p.m. 372-7947 or 372-7949
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Kaufman's keeps classy dining alive

visit, to they can take you out to a
nice dinner and you can once
again recall what "real food"
tastes like. So, where do you go to
eat?
Your parents have finally come
Students need not leave town
lo the University to visit after you In search of the Great Dining Exhave suffered through months of perience . No, right here In Bowleating the dorm-frled. baked and ing Green, students can find the
answer to what I believe Is the
over-baked unidentifiable substances the University has
Ideal place to dine with their partermed "food." Naturally, you are ents.
anxiously awaiting your parents'
Kaufman's. 163 S. Main St..

by Angela Murphy
stall writs

has provided Its customers since
1958 with the kind of service
that keeps them coming back
again and again.
One faculty member's continual support for the restaurant Is
just a single display of Kaufman's
popularity among customers.
James Graham, history professor
at the University, has been a regular client of Kaufman's ever
since he came to the University In
1960, dining there about once a
week, he said.
"If professors are going to
gather, Kaufman's Is the place to
go, "he said.
Kaufman's caters to customers
providing either a casual or more
formal dining arrangement. My
parents and I chose the more
conventional dining setting,
where dim lighting over each
table added an elegant aura to the
atmosphere.
To the right of the main dining
area. Kaufman's Tap Room presents an Informal dining atmosphere. Here, a blue and green
diamond-cut stained glass light
fixture hangs over the length of a
long oakwood bar. The Tap
Room's menu includes appetizers
and sandwiches, while Items
from the dinner menu are also
available here.
Kaufman's main dinner menu
Includes a selection of choice
steaks, seafood and chicken,
complimented with such desserts

'Campus ^o^^^^^^m^m^mmm^mmmmm^^m^^
Pollyeyes 440 E. Court 352-9638
LIVE MUSIC IS BACK! * November Special 6
Craig Hubbard 10-1 Friday
Club Pizza
uno

uno
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uno

uno
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October Committee Members of the Month
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ADMINISTRATIVE
Kristen Good
Aimee Hollister
Kelly Adams
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CAMPUS FILMS
Ben Urish
Holly Dreier
Dawn Thorburn
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CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
Jennifer Whisler
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EXHIBITS
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GAMES
Kristen Behr
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The Power Behind Us!"
OUTDOOR REC
Jeff Ritchey
Todd Williamson
Heather Keahey
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PUBLICATIONS
Diedre Tiell
Amy Hurst
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as cheese cake, Ice cream or fresh athletic banquets and special
dinner parties at the Alumni
fruit pies.
Center. Sarah Foster, manager of
After much debate (since all
Kaufman's for 15 years, said.
the entrees seemed appetizing),
Kaufman's has also served dinmy mother and I both chose the
zucchini chicken dinner entree
ner to the football team each Friand my father chose the pork
day evening before Saturday
home games for several years.
chops. Our meals were served
with dinner rolls and a choice of
Christopher Gelst. professor of
the salad bar. The service was
popular culture and also a former
quick and the food was so filling
student at the University, said,
"Kaufman's was the place to go if
that we all had to skip the dessert, even though peanut butter
a celebrity was on campus because It was the classiest restaupie sounded appealing.
Kaufman's list of different
rant In town."
In addition, he said the Univerdally dinner specials Include
prime rib. family style baked
sity hosts will most likely take
chicken and lamb chops. AddiMarie Osmond there to dine
tionally, a seafood buffet Is
when she comes to the University
offered on Friday and Saturday
for her concert this weekend. A
nights, while Mexican food items second locale, Kaufman's At The
are featured on Mondays and
Lodge, was opened at 1628 E.
Wednesdays.
Wooster St. about six years ago.
Lunch specials Include taco
Differing from the Main Street loand chicken salads, while a soup
cation, this Kaufman's serves
and sub buffet Is featured on
breakfast dally, with a brunch
Thursdays and a luncheon buffet buffet also available on Sundays.
on Fridays.
Kaufman's Main Street location
Although Kaufman's can boast
Is opened from 11 a.m.to 1 a.m.
about Its menu. Its prices are a bit Monday through Saturday and Is
out of the range of the average
closed on Sunday. Kaufman's At
college student. Dinner entrees
The Lodge Is opened from 6 a.m.
range from about S8.00 to
to 10 p.m. Monday through
$16.00 or more. Kaufman's dally Thursday and on Sunday, and
clientele does not Include a large
from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Friday
number of students, yet It does
and Saturday.
Include many University parents
During Its 37 years of service,
dining with their sons or daughtKaufman's has reflected the same
ers.
"at-home" atmosphere to all of Its
Kaufman's three banquet
customers that Immediately
rooms have catered such events
made me feel quite comfortable
as departmental cocktail parties,
while dining here.

H.
L)
*

PUBLICITY
Audrey Snyder
Shannon Alkire
Cindy Brenner
TRAVEL
Julie Eller
Chris Bodnar
Jen Fish
SPOTLIGHT
Matt Denton
MINICOURSES
Christine Antonelli
Tricia Vlaho
Angie Nerderman

BGSU Theatre presents

Vaclav Havel's

The Memorandum
November 8-10 & 15-17 at 8 p.m.
November 11 at 2p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Tickets: Adults $6, Sfudents/Sr. Citizens $4
For reservations, call 372-2719
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Walk
of
Life

Story by Michelle Banks
Photos by John Potter

T
Handy's aluminum creations art a great source of pride as welt as Income.

Paul Handy s wanderlust lifestyle offers a unique opportunity to experience all sides of the human drama.

he image of the free spirit wandering across
America was made popular through Jack Kerouac's book "On The Road," and for one man the
phrase "life Imitates art" holds true.
Paul Handy, 65. of Apache Junction, Ariz.,
has spent the last eight years of his life walking
the footpaths of the United States, and last week
he stopped In Bowling Green. His Journey began
on Jan. IS, 1982, when Handy decided to walk
across the country for the March of Dimes, and
it's never ended.
"I wanted to do something which would help
people — and I decided this was the best way,"
Handy said.
Handy also has a personal Interest in the
March of Dimes, stemming from his 30 years of
circus work. His life as a circus clown, however,
was a mere accident.
"It was 1940 and 1 was hltchlklng In Gloversville, New York (near Albany) when I was
picked up by this man In a shiny Rolls Royce —
and In those days, those cars were very rarely
seen." Handy said. "It turned out the guy driving
the car was John Rlngllng, owner of Rlngllng
Brothers & Barnum and Bailey Circus. I didn't
believe him when he first told me, but then we
went to the fairgrounds, and sure enough, the
circus was there."
Initially. Handy began working for the circus
feeding animals, but after several years he started training as a clown. "I had a ball with It," he
said. "I was the person who threw the confetti
bucket at the crowd."
The laughter came to an abrupt end, however,
when Handy's foster daughter died of polio In
his arms.
"I made a promise to that girl on her death bed
that In the future, I would do something to help
kids like her." he said.
Handy has upheld his promise by raising
thousands of dollars through his cross country
walks. In addtlon, he always makes a point to
visit hospitalized children whenever he can.
In fact. Handy said his most rewarding experience on the road was his visit to physically
disabled children In a Seattle hoslpltal.
"It really was a wonderful experience," he
said, and he encouraged University students to
visit children In the Wood County Hospital.
But life on the road is not always filled with
such uplifting experiences. Walking more than
the distance of a marathon, Handy's feet become
inflamed and swollen from the 30 miles he
walks everyday. Pushing a 340-pound grocery
cart, which Handy calls his "Rolls Royce," containing all his belongings is no treat either. But
'-■rheTftosf dernahdrng factabout wancfeHtig the

country Is the harsh winter weather.
The sterotyplcal Image of homeless people as
crazed derelicts is another factor which Handy
has to deal with dally. But Handy really cannot
be considered "homeless" because he has a
home In Apache Junction and made a conscious
decision to take to the road.
Handy explained people are sometimes afraid
of him because of this stereotype.
"A lot of people go by what they have seen In
Cleveland or New York City and get paranoid
about It," he said. "When I say hello to people, it
breaks the Ice (and people are more comfortable)."
Creativity Is the mainstay for Handy's existence because he earns money for food and
other expenses In an Interesting way. Handy
makes rocking chairs, motorcycles, hearts and
various other sculptures out of beer and pop
cans — a craft he learned through the expertise
of his grandfather.
Another source of Income Involves the shoulder-length, silver-gray hair and long, snowy
beard which dominate Handy's features. And
yes Virginia, It's Santa Claus.
A Job as the most recognizable childhood figure Is not an easy one. by any stretch of the Imaglnatlon, but Handy said he enjoys It because
It allows him another opportunity to help children.
Several times he has been mistaken for the
real Santa by star-struck children.
"I was In a resturant and this little girl came up
to me and said Thanks for the toys. Santa.' It
made me feel really good." Handy said. "It picks
me up a lot higher than a quart of Jack Daniels
doe*."
Although Handy has been traveling the country for eight years, his family does not object to
his wanderlust life.
"1 don't get along with my sister. So as long as
I stay out of New York, we get along fine." he
said.
From a family of 17. Handy has never married and said he Is a member of the HSS club
("Happy, single and smart because of It").
Marriage, however, does not loom on the horIzlon because the road beckonlngs him constantly. He usually he does not know his next destination until he arrives there.
But his next destination will be to return home
to Arizona for Thanksgiving. Before he left the
vast metropolis of Bowling Green, he drew on
his many traveling experiences and said people
should not take life too seriously.
"If you can't have a little fun In this world, it
Mttt9/DiH! nVfrtg.''' •*»•'• •'•'• •»»*'*'• »•'• •"»'»'»i »•■
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Twin Peaks whodunit nears conclusion
by Irian Lumley
lilm critic

Who Killed Laura Palmer?"
hat become the most-oft wondered television query since the
early '80s Who Shot JR.?" dilemma. Millions of Irate fans
have sat In anticipation since late
last spring, when David Lynch's
Opera of the Bizarre promised to
answer this seemingly eternal
question.
With the season premiere not
offering the killer, fans exited the
show In droves. But alas, we few
fans still cllnglng^o some thread
that Lynch will sometime soon
reveal this mystery have been
offered a bounty In the guise of a
network Inevitability — sweeps
week.
Every three months the
networks air their best In order to
maintain (and hopefully boost)
CINCMARK THEATRES
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r-tings for the ever-so-llfeglvlng
advertising revenues.
Lynch, that dirty dog! He's
been holding out on his devoted
minions In order to rake In a few
more bucks!
Anyway, enough politics and
more plot synopsis. The bizarre
antics displayed oh-so-well In his
weirdie flicks like "Eraserhead"
and "Dune" seem to transfer well
to the small screen. Fantasy sequences housing dwarves and
giants don't seem so strange In
rural Twin Peaks. FBI agent Dale
Cooper rattles off his dreams to
the sheriff and he soaks It In just
like the facts, ma'am.
After many twists and endless
cold trails, It seems Laura's killer
will come to justice this Saturday
night. Or will she?
Many believe (Including myself) that Laura Isn't really dead.
The "conspiracy" theory has circulated for a few months and I
started to buy Into It after poring

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
ItOWI.INC. f.KI.IN • I" I U.I

=THEY RODE ON THE =
E WINGS OF VICTORY =

over Cooper's dream sequence
about four or five times. For
those of you who haven't seen
the show — sorry. But for those
of you who know what the hell
I'm talking about, here's my
feeble attempt to explain who I
think killed Laura Palmer.
First of all, Laura's cousin Is
played by the same actress,
Sheryl Lee. Why? Maddy. the
cousin, comes to town after Laura's death and differs physically
only by a black set of locks. Her
appearance In Twin Peaks only
seems to complicate matters between Laura's best friend Donna
and her boyfriend James. Many
glances shot to James makes Maddy look very yearnful for James
and her "past" life.
It seems that Laura, high
school honor student and homecoming queen, wished to escape
her double life of prostitution and
drug addiction. In the dream sequence, the one-armed man refers to "two different worlds with
one way out." Aside from death,
this seems the only other way to
escape the "other world." Laura
killed her look-alike cousin Maddy and returned to Twin Peaks
■ From Dr. Dave, page J.
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ARE YOU PREGNANT?

lo pay.

the Road"?
4. Who rocked down to "Electric Avenue" in 1983?
Junior level-Three points each.
5. Who strolled down "Sentimental Street" in 1985?
6. Who sang "Middle of the
Road "In 1984?
Senior level-Four points each.
7. Name both acts who hit the
Top 40 In the 80s with "Dancing
In the Street".

•

• *
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LIVE COMEDY
STARRING
Blair Shannon

S3

SPECIAL
WEEKEND
ADMISSION

ftflS
BOB HARRIS

and

RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION

354-7499
United Way

SH0WTIMES & ADMISSIONS
FRI. & SAT. 9:00 P.M. $3.00
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Streets Have No Name"?
2. Who was "On the Road
Again "in 1980?
Sophomore level-Two points
each. 3. Whose comeback hit in
1985 was "The Old Man Down

sta »• »
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You are not alone! Catholic Charities
t i< is trained professional counselors who will help
you cope with your pregnancy and plan for the
future
f-or more information. Please call
(419) 244-6711 or TOLL FREE 1-800-777-2937
CATHOLIC CHARITIES is funded by
the Diocese of Toledo, United Way,
grants, service lees and donations. Olien
insurance will pay for counseling. No one
will be denied services because ol inability

ing coke) and whispers something Into Cooper's ear. The
dream supposedly takes place in
the future, as the events will unfold years from now.
The last clue happens early on
In the show. In a flashback,
James tells the police that the
night Laura died, she broke up
with him. Telling James she could
never see him again, she jumps
off his motorcycle and runs Into
the woods. Sayonara Laura, after
that you're dead, or are you?
My guess Is that Maddy/Laura
will leave Twin Peaks at the end
of Saturday's show, leaving the
town clueless as to her Identity
and never to be heard from
again.
But hey. If I'm wrong I'm
wrong. I've never professed to be
Nostrodamus, and my roommate
will get a nice dinner out of my
mindless meanderlngs.
Whatever the case, let's hope
that this Is the end of Laura Palmer and that "Twin Peaks" will
be able to last as long as its hype.
It's truly television's best show
and the most Innovative and daring piece to come along In a long,
long time.

-

MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE"
TAKES TO THE ROADS.
WONT YOU JOIN US?
Freshman level-One point
each.
1. Who sang "Where the

m

AS her. What else gives credence
to this theory? Literally reams of
hints.
The show Is called TWIN
Peaks. The local eatery Is called
the DOUBLE R diner. Conscious
references on the part of the producers to tell us that the twins
play an Integral role in the murder, or Is Lynch playing with It?
Another reference lies In Laura's name. An old Gene Tlerney
flick. "Laura" gave us the murder
of the title character. But lo and
behold! By film's end we see that
Laura Is not really dead, someone
else died in her place and we are
led to believe that It was really
her.
Perhaps the most fundamental
clue Is Cooper's bizarre dream
towards last season's denouement. As the FBI agent fades Into
sleep, the one-armed man and
mysterious "BOB" appear spouting about the future and how
only one escape exists between
two worlds. A dwarf then rattles
off (backwards) about Laura's
cousin who "sometimes feels like
(Laura) but sometimes (her) arms
bend backwards." She then puts
her finger to her nose (as If sniff-

ACCREDITED

6

'Two Beverage Mm *

Caiholic
Chanties
USA

COMEDY ornnwoos Cintrt
CLUB
Kttl.WMMra.il

±LJ.

ACROSS
FROM
BGSU STADIUM

8. Who hit the Top 20 In 1987
with "Walking Down Your
Street"?
Graduate level-Five points
each. 9. Whose last hit was "Seven Bridges Road" in 1981 ?
10. The first lines of what
1985 song are "Nobody on the
road. Nobody on the beach. I feel
It In the air. The summer's out of
reach"?
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BG braves bureaucratic beast
THEATER
by Dennis Robaugh
editor

The Bursar's Office has some
stiff competition this month as
the University Theatre delves
Into the banal bureaucratic world
with Its production of "The Memorandum."
Although the Bursar may edge
out the acting world In bureaucratic bungling, the University's players are much funnier.
This biting satire of the bureaucratic machine, written In
1965 by Czechoslovakia's leading playwright Vaclav Havel,
should be of great Interest to
those following the radical
changes In Eastern Europe.
Havel, elected president of

Czechoslovakia, now finds himself having to deal with the massive paper beast from Inside the
system Instead of on the outside
as a dissident playwright.
"The memorandum" Is a laughingly absurd tale of what happens when Josef Gross, managing
director of an organization, authorizes his assistant Jan Ballas
(Jonas K. Nlssen) to Introduce
"Ptydepe" — an official, unemotional and logical jargon designed
to replace ordinary language In
the workplace to enhance regimentation.
Gross (Bradley Craddock) continually runs up against bureaucratic roadblock after roadblock In his attempts to have a
memorandum translated out of
Ptydepe. Craddock Is frustratIngly convincing as the beleaguered director.
Further complicating matters Is
Ballas, a weasely character who
deviously schemes with Mr. P
(Christopher HcCarty) to usurp
Gross and take his Job. He succeeds and Gross Is relegated to
the menial Job of "staff watcher."
As Gross "watches" his fellow
workers, Ballas realizes the bu-

♦>*

Nothing Is lost In Vera Blackwell's translation of Havel's play,
and director Norman Myers effectively translated the action
onto the stage. Although there Is
some pretty complicated dialogue
for the theatre-goer to follow, the
cast Is quite adept at punching up
the humor.
The University Theatre will be
taking shots at the bureaucracy
Nov. 8-10 and 15-17 at 8 p.m. In
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. It will
also be presented Nov. 11 at 2
p.m.
#
Q

iMMw/TeddSwonse
Josef Gross (Bradley Craddock) Is set upon by the silent Mr. P (Christopher McCarty. left) and Jan Ballas (Jonas K. Nlssen) In The Memorandum. "
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Saturday, November 17
8 p.m. • Kobacker Hall • BGSU
Tickets: S9, $7. S5 (Students receive a $2 discount)

To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171
Sponsored by College of Musical Arts. Ethnic Studies.
Office of Residence Services. Office of Alumni Affairs and
university Activities Organization
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reaucratic beast he created by Introducing Ptydepe can't be controlled. How Gross handles the
ensuing mess Is as funny as how
he gets Into It.

► Art & Obscenity
>Rap
► Dance
► Blues
► Theater
► Opera
► BG Recording Studio
► Road Trips
THEN PICK VP THE AKTS ISSUE OF
MISCELLANY MAGAZINE

COMING MONDAY, NOV.
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Congratulations
ML,
to the 1990 BG
PEOPLE'S PIZZA
CHOICE AWARDS
WINNERS AND
FINALISTS
*cl

* BEST OVERALL: Mark's Pizza
Finalists: Marco's, Pisanello's, Pizza Hut
ft BEST SAUCE: Marco's Pizza
Finalists: Pisanello's, Pizza Hut
* BEST CRUST: Mark's Pizza
Finalists: Pizza Hut
* BEST SPECIALTY: Domino's, Mark's, Union
Pizza Outlet, and Pisanello's - a 4-way tie!
Finalist: Campus Pollyeyes
Thanks to the pizza panel for rendering their opinion of the
competitors 32 12-inch pizzas submitted:
Greg DeCrane, Andre Gaccetta, Greg Kirbabas, Russell
Leanza, Matt Ruchty, Mayor Edwin Miller, Katie
McNulty, Andrea Tanner and Denise VanDeWalle

Thanks to the following pizzerias for participating:
Campus Pollyeyes, Domino's, Marco's Pizza,
Mark's Pizza, Pizza Hut, Pizza Outlet, & Quarter's Cafe.
You've all got great pizzas!
Sponsored by The BG News/ Insider Magazine
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Television Listings
From Hov. 9
Thru Nov. 15
DAYTIMEMORNING

5:00

5:30

e

PMMag.

0

Sign-0*Contd

ID
IB

Business

NOVEMBER

6:00

CBS News

Sign-Oti

News

Ag-Day

03

Sign-Oil Cont'd

m

Sign-OfI Cont'd

SD

Sign-Oft Cont'd

©

Sign-Ott Cont'd

15,1990

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

Sally Jessy Raphael
FIT

Wok With Yan

Mr. Dressup Sesame St

This Morning

Peo Court

Trump Card Family Feud

Wh Fortune Price

NBC News

Today g

Sally Jessy Raphael

ABC News

Good Morning America g

Live - Regis A Kathie Lee Joan Rivers

Newsg

Homestretch Sesame Street g

Business

Muppets

Homestretch Contact

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

G.I. Joe

Woody

Robert Tilton

Gummi B

Menace

Happy Days

SportsCtr

Varied Programs

Father

News

Varied

Video Power G.I. Joe

ESPN

Varied

Getting Fit

In Motion

Nation's Business Today

Duck Tales

Joker s Wild Challengers

Make deal

Price

Tell Truth

Concentr

Home

Instructional Programming

Ninia Turtles Melodies

m

TMC Movie Cont'd

NOVEMBER

7:00
This Morning

News

Sign-Off Cont'd

9,1990 •

6:30

Varied Programs

700 Club
Laveme

Bewilched

Varied
Webster

Jettersons
Getting Fit

| Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30

O

12:00

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold. Bea

Price

News

e

Sesame SI

Midday

0

Price

Newsg

Young and the Restless

0
83

Marsha W

News

Generations

Home

Match Game Loving g

m

©
©
0D
ESPN

Instructional Varied

Country Practice

Coronation

Bold. Bea

3:00

3:30

Guiding Light

Take the Hig

As the World Turns

Road

4:00

4:30

Gerakto
Doll

Guiding Light

Talkabout

5:00

5:30

Donahue
Varied

Video Hits

Five Thirty

Oprah Winfrey g

Golden Girls Cosby Show
Donahue

Days o( Our Lives Q

Another World

Santa Barbara

Gro. Pains

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Geraldo

Hard Copy

Nows

Varied

Reading

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq. t TV

New Beaver Flintstones

Peter Pan

DuckTales

Chip-Dale

Tiny Toon

Highway to Heaven g

Quiz Kids

Peter Pan

Chip-Dale

Tale Spin

Tiny Toon

Head Clss

Instructional Programming
Movie

Jeannie

Laveme

Odd Couple

Newsline

H'mooner

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffith B. Hillbillies

Training

In Motion

Bodyshape

Varied Programs

TMC Movie Cont'd

2:30

All My Children

Instructional Instructional Programming
Varied

2:00

As the Work) Turns

Too Close

Chipmunks

ALFg

Legends ot Wrestling

Movie

Movie

Facts ol Lite

Lighter Side NFL Yrbk.
Movie

a*iTfr«^-

(;', EASYSTREET
104 S. Main St.

—

353-0988

Live Classic Rock
Performing Live this Friday & Saturday

GROOVEMASTERS
•

*

•

*

•

Live Next Wed, 14th...

Griswolds

Ithe wave

When hair becomes art
your 13^/^^COurt
comb
won't 353-WAVE
cooperate,
our's will.

$2 off

IO
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
o

ID
3)

ra
GD
S3

GD

News
News

7:00

8:00

PM Mag

Shade

Front Page

Chance

Street Legal

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Shade

News

NBC News

8:30
Bagdad C

9:30

9:00

Over My Dead Body

10:00

10:30

Dallas

Tommy Hunter
Bagdad C

Journal

11:00

Newhart

News

Good Rockin Tonite

Dallas

News

Edition
Tonight Show

Night Court

Quantum Leap

Night Court

Wings

Midnight Caller

News

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Full House

Strangers

Go Places

20/20

Arsenio Hall

Streamside

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Wash Week Wall St

12:00

Doctor Who

European

EaslEnders

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Over My Dead Body

Ent Tonight

Family

11:30

News

Personalities ABC News

Elephant

T ooight
Letterman
Nightline

Spotlight

Race to Save the Planet

MacNeti/Lehrer Newshour

Business

McLaughlin

Benny Goodman: Let's Dance - A Musical Tribute

Movie

Belvedere

Charles

Boss'

Mama

America s Most Wanted

Comic Stnp Live Special

Barney M.

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Portland Trail Blazers

Gro Pains

Family Ties

Boss'

Boss?

America s Most Wanted

Comic Stnp Live Special

News

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Portland Trail Blazers

SportsCtr

NFL Great

NFL s Greatest Moments

America s Wilderness

Great American Events

Move

$ (Dollars}

Cont'd

11:00
EWi»Ted

11:30
Pee-wee

Movie

Movie "Arizona Heat"

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
O
Q
CD
ID
S>
©
19

7:30

CBS News

News

ESM PGA Golf Kapalua
TNC

NOVEMBER 9.1990

6:30

12:00

Red Heat

SpeedWeek
Movie

SportsCtr

12:30

1:00

1:30

Movie: "Billy Two Hats

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Anything

Disability

Gardener

Pee-wee

Dink

Storybreak

Newsmakers Showcase

College Football: Teams to Be Announced

Saved Be"

Guys

Sat Videos

Inside Stuff

Kid n Play

School Quiz

PBA Bowling Toyota Classic

FWVn

PGA Golf: Kapalua International
College Football: Teams to Be Announced

P Franey

La Cookin

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

OU House

Woodwright

Hometime

Is II Antique

Tracks

Austin City Limits

Vets Only

Fred Trost

MotorWeek

Streamside

Old House

Garden

Woodwright

Hometime

Gourmet

Food

Is It Antique

Movie:

Tiny Toon

m

WWF Wresting

Mowe: "Easy Come. Easy Go"

Movie: "Who's Been Sleeping in My Bed'

Term Tux

GD

CHiPs

Movie: "Johnny Be Good"

Movie

Preview

TMC

Movie

Karate III

5:30

Sportsweekend

College Football Illinois at Michigan

College Gameday

5:00

College Football: Notre Dame at Tennessee

Bid* Ted

ESPN Star Shot

Auto Racing One Lap

Cnmes and Misdemeanors

NOVEMBER 10,1990

Sesame Street

Bugs S Tweety

Paul Gauguin

"Forty-Second Street

Friday the 13th Part 2"

College Football: Princeton at Yale

Crimes and Misdemeanors

Scoreboard

Movie: "Stand by Me

Short Film

Movie

Ramona

Long Ago

Jezebel
Dummy

New Beaver

New Lassie

Charles

CoHege Football: Teams to Be Announced

Teen Woll Too

| Movie:

No Mercy

SATURDAY EVENING

o
o

6:00
News

6:30
CBS News

7:00
Weekend

7:30
Electric

8:00
Family Man

8:30
Hogans

9:00

10:00

9:30

10:30

Wiseguy

11:00 I 11:30
News

Saturday Report

Real Fishing Don Cheny

NHL Hockey: Chicago Biac hawks at Toronto Maple Leals

ID
ID
S3

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Cash Exp

Family Man

Hogans

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Parenthood

Working-Out Golden Girls Empty Nest

Carol 8 Co

College Football

Current Affair Extra

Young Riders

China Beach

Twin Peaks

Arsenio Hall

€D
GD

Degrassi

Lawrence We* Show

Great Performances

Survival

A Wake-Up

Innovation

Movie

Newtons

Jezebel

Contd

Movie "Johnny Belinda

m

Belvedere

Charles

Boss'

GD

3 s Co

Emergency

Star Trek: Next Gener

ESM College Football
TMC

Movie

No Mercy

Mama

Speed Zone"

12:30

NHL Hockey: Edmonton Oilers at Los Angeles Kings

Wiseguy
Dreamer

News

Star Search

News

Saturday Night Live

Movie: "Dartc Victory"

American Gladiators
Austin City Limits
Movie: "A Rage to Live

Video

Haywire

Cops

Chfontcles

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

Video

Haywire

Cops

Chronicles

Comic Strip Live

M-A-S-H

Scoreboard [College Foott all: Teams to Be Announcer
Cont'd Movie

12:00

[Mowe: "The Return ol the Living Dead

Football Scoreboard
Movie "Crimes and Misdemeanors '

Movie

Movie: "Poltergeist"
Christine

SportsCtr

Movie: "Caged Heat"

Powerboat Racing
| Stand by Me
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON

o
o
ID
SB

a>
m

11:00
Jesse Jackson

NOVEMBER 11,1990

12:00

11:30

12:30

SportsCtr

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

NFL Today

NFL Football: Atlanta Falcons at Chicago Bears
Canada

Best Years

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Niclc Saban

J Cooper

NFL Today

NFL Football Regional coverage

Shut-ins

Mass

Michigan

NFL Live

NFL Football Seattle Seahawks at Kansas City Cruets

Tomorrow

Week-David Brinkley

Close-Up

Business

Home Agam

College Football: Ohio State at Iowa

Wall St.

Great Performances

Long Ago

Newton s Apple

Fmng Line

Civil War

m

Kitchenmate

Twin Star

SD

American Gladiators
SportsCtr

Movie

Movie

NFL Gameday

Triathlon: National Champ

5:00

5:30

Gnzzly Adams

B*»i Blues

Tennis Shootout

Survival

Bookmark

One on One

Editors

McLaughlin

Mildred Pierce'
Charles

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

|Movie: "You re Tehng Me

4:30
Hymn Smg

Mov*

Wise Guys

Movie: "Paper Moon"

Star Trek Next Gener

Reporters

4:00

NFL Football Regional coverage

Movie:

Movie: "The Adventures ol Huckleberry Finn"

Movie "The Oid-Fasn.oned Way'

3:30

CFL Football Eastern Division Semifinal - Hamilton or Ottawa at Toronto

HQ

TMC

3:00

NFL Football New York Giants at Los Angeles Rams

Flemembr.

ESPN

II

Women s Tennis Kraft General Foods of Indianapolis
Movie: "International House'

Movie

Firing Line

Market

Nat Cole

Nat Cole

Out of WorkJ Secret ID

Superboy

Hunter

Ulestytes-Rich

Muscle Magazine

Auto Racing IMSA GTP

Its a Gift

Back to the Beach

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

NFL Football

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Bonanza

9:00
Movie.

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

Fatal Attraction-

11:30
News

12:00
Siskel

Family Hour

Movie: "Princes m Ernie"

Venture

News

Hammer House of Horror

9
©

NFL Football Regional

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "Fatal Attraction"

News

NBC News

Unsolved Mysteries

Lilestones

"The Big One The Great Los Angeles Earthquake

News

Byron Allen

H>

ABC News

Video

Lite Goes On

Videos

Movie: "Call Me Anna"

Editors

Snakmastm

Doctor Is In

S
60

Sign-Ofl

Ideas

03

Star Trek Next Gener

True Colors

Pettier L

In Color

SD

Star Search

TrueCokxs

Parker L

In Color

ESPN

Auto Racing: IMSA GTP

TMC

Lawrence Walk Show

Geographic

Goes to War Austin City Limits

Back to the Beach"

NFL Pnmetjme

o
o
ID
IS

6:30

News

%

News

Masterpiece Theatre

Seasons ol Lie

Ideas

Vietnam

Race to Save the Planet

Masterpiece Theatre

No. Hon

Seasons ol Life

Get able

Married

GoodGnef

Against the Law

Super Force Fri. the 13m Sent*

Get a Life

Married...

GoodGnel

Against the Law

MVWH
SportsCenter

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Dallas Cowboys
Movie: "Johnny Handsome"

8:00

7:30

CBS News

PM

Monitor

Mom, P.I.

8:30

Uncle Buck

Major Dad

9:00
Murphy B

9:30
Design W

10:00

10:30

Honeymooners

11:00
News

Ma» Click

Degrassi

We'll Meet Again

Maior Dad

Murphy B.

NBC News

Ent Tonight Night Court

Fresh Pnnce Ferns B.

"The Big One: The Great Los Angeles Earthquake"

Cur Allan

MacGyver

NFL Football: Washington Redskins at Philadelphia Eagles

m

Asia Now

Business

NFL Pnmetme
Year-Live

NOVEMBER 12.1990
7:00

Uncle Buck

Personalities ABC News

Twil Zone

K Copefand Children

"Friday the 13th, Pan" VI Jason Lives

1
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

©

M'A'S'H

Splash
News

Nature

CBS News

News
News

Movie

Nature

Movie: "Crimes and Misdemeanors"

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

Funniest

News

12:30
Insport

Family Feud

Design W

Journal
Honeymooners

11:30

12:00

12:30

Newhan

ArserwHaH

News

SCTV

Persuaders

News

Edition

Tonight

News

Tonight Show

Letter man
ArsemoHell

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Fire on the Rim

Korea The Unknown War

EastEnders

Nature

SD

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Wild Am.

Fire on the Rim

Korea: The Unknown War

Served'

Mysteryi

S3

Belvedere

Charles

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "Weird Science"

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Barney M.

Twil Zone

Movie: "Operation Bern'

SD

Gro Pains

Family Ties

Who s Boss

Boss'

Movie: "National Lampoon's Vacation"

News

M'A'S'H

M-A'S'H

Hunter

ESPN

Motoworld

SportsLook

SportsCtr

Motorweek

Match-up

Bodybuilding

Jet Sknng

SportsCtr

NFL s Greatest Moments

TUC

Movie

Vibes Cont'd

Movie: "Hero and the Terror"

Mon Mag

Muscle Magazine
Movie: "Chariots ol Fire"

Movie:

Look Up"

rVWVWVv^rWWWV^

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. WOOSTER

353-3281

Quality Hair Care at
ReosontDle Prices
• Guys cuts always S8.00
• Nexxus Products available
THE TANNING CENTER
3 convenient locations
-143 W. Wooster
- 248 N. Main
- 993 S. Main
Wl HlKtr til LBCII

Cimmtirt Liwar utmlltet Mas

Falcon House

®

_ _§E9_ri'™2. P°2SLS_.

BGSU BROWN
SCHOOL JACKET
$58 00 Value. $49.93 Sal* Price).
with (his coupon
Includes oil lettering
Explreis 11/23/90

ouaue
9 b

Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • BGSU
School Jackets • T-Shlrt printing • Sports Equipment
Open B-9 Daily Sal 10-5:30 Sun 12-5

123 S. Main St. 352-3610 Dowtown B.G.

^ESSSI

428 CAST WOOSTER STRUCT

TCLCPMONC 1*191 1S3 I04S

BOWLING GREEN OHIO 43402

STORE FRONT ON WOOSTER
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o
CD
CB
ffl
®

6:30

NOVEMBER 13,1990
7:00

News

CBS News

7:30
PM

8:00

8:30

9:00

Rescue 911

Movie

9:30

Babar

Allo. Allo1

Sih estate

Market PI

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy1

Rescue 911

Movie

News

NBC News

Ent Tonrght

Night Court

Mattock

In the Heal ol the Night

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Boss?

By Numbers Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

News

Head Clss

10:00

10:30

11:00

Uncle Buck
Journal

Coach

12:00

Newhart

Arsenio Hall

News

SCTV

Rising Damp

News

Edition

Tonight

Law & Order

News

Tontght Show

thirty something

Arsenio Hall

Man Alive

Uncle Buck

Roseanne

11:30

News

Korea: The Unknown War

Letterman
Nighlline

EastEnders

Ohio Bos

MacNeii/lehrer Newshour

Business

Wild Am

Nova

Served?

Masterpiece Theatre

Belvedere

Chartes

Boss'

Mama

Movie

Johnny Be Good

Star Trek Next Gener

Barney M

Twil Zone

Movie:

GD

Gro Perns

Family Ties

Boss'

Boss?

Movie:

Trading Places

News

M'A'S'H

M'A'S'H

Hunter

SportsLook

Sponsor

Superbouts Norton vs. Ah World ol Sports

SportsCtr

Sports

Esm NBA Today
IMC

Movie

Race for Glory

Cont d

Movie:

WEDNESDAY EVENING

o
o
o

6:00

6:30

News
News

Teen Won Too

Expedition Earth

Movie:

Bill Bradley Moving

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

CBS News

PM

48 Hours

Bchcombr

Stories

Nighl Heal

Nature ol Things

48 Hours

Jake and the Fatman

WIOU

Jake and the Fatman

10:30

11:00

WIOU
Journal

Newhart

Arsenio Hall

News

SCTV

My Girl

News

Edition

Tonight

Tonight Show

©

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

N ght Court

Unsolved Mysteries

Dear John

Fane* Boys

Hunter

News

ffi

Personalities ABC News

Cur Aflair

Family Feud

Wonder Y

DoogreH

Married P

Barbara Walters

a

Arsenio Hall

By Numbers Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Set Frontiers

Korea: The Unknown War

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Wild Am

So Frontiers

Korea: The Unknown War

Belvedere

Charles

Boss?

Mama's F.

Movie

Gro Pams

Family Ties

Boss?
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